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Fast and efficient.
Pick two.
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THIS IS NOT AN AUDIO CONSOLE
Audio Control

D-9

IT'S A DIGITAL
CONTROL SURFACE
THE D-9 interfaces to WHEATSTONE's router based BRIDGE MIXING SYSTEM-a digital
network that lets multiple control surfaces shire
common audio resources, accessing signals aid
sending mixes throughout your facility.

OTHER
SURFACES
can share
common audio

DEDICATED DSPs and

controls, redundant
automatic failover CPUs,
mix engines and power
supplies are all integral
to the system. Compo-

resources

nents interconnec via
CATS or fiberoptic
cables for single -wire
system integratic n.

I/O CONNECTIONS can be at
point -of -use and accessed by any
control surface

A traditional intuitive surface
layout gets your operators up
and running FAST-even in full
5.1 surround mode.

TRUE RELIABLE mixing power; ease and clarity

of operation-take ADVANTAGE of the
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE Network System!

CENTRAL FRAME
can control a 1024 x
1024 mixing based

Engineering

router
Engineering

Talk to your STATION ROUTER
bi-directionally for smooth
integration

sales@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.corn

Copyright

2005 by Wheatstone Corpo.ation

We're about to change your view of
what a digital transmitter can be.

The new Harris PowerCD'

digital transmitter sets a
new standard for power and

intelligent manageability.

When you have a strong vision for the future, it's
reflected in your products. At Harris, we created the
new PowerCD® digital transmitter with the power,
efficiency and built-in intellligent manageability to
help broadcasters excel. A Linux-based Graphical
User Interface is layered atop dedicated subsystem
controllers. Extensive parameters and fault mapping
quickly and intuitively guide the operator in daily
operation. Through integral TCP/IP and SNMP
technology, you can monitor and control the transmitter

over your data network....and with local control
reserves, we give the same user interface as the
local transmitter control panel. PowerCD also
integrates adaptive correction, automatically adjusting
levels to ensure optimum performance, efficiency

/11?RlIS

assuredcommunications-

Broadcast

Microwave

RF

and extended operating life. Overall, thePowerCD
delivers maximum power -per -tube with industry leading electrical
savings. Finally, we
INTELLIGENT TRANSMITTER
made our new
design more space efficient and environmentally
friendly and we use a highly reliable and innovative
water cooling system technology. So add more
power and efficiency to your digital broadcasts.
Choose Harris PowerCD, the industry's most
intelligent transmitter.

POWERCD

For immediate information,
call 888-711-7295, or visit
www.intelligenttransmitter.com/harris.

Government

www.harris.corn
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Radically familiar.

Avid iNEWS Instinct.
The newsroom is changing. You're doing more than ever. That's why you inspired us to
design the revolutionary Avid® iNEWS' Instinct"' system. An advanced tool that will seem

radically familiar. Everything yoJ need to build the story-feeds, footage, VO, g-aphics-

at your fingertips. The power to send a package straight to production-or play to air
with the push cf a button. you're a journalist. Trust your instinct.

Avid. do more:
Get the complete story at www.avid.com/instinct
or call 800.949.AVID

ootage courtesy of NBC 10 - Philadelphia. C 2005 Avid Technology, Inc. All right.. reserved. Product features,
epecificabons, system requirements, and availability are subject to change without mtge. Avid, and InMind, are
egisterec trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the United States ar i/or other countries. MEWS
s a trademark of (News, LLC. All other trademarks contained herein are the propette of their respective owners.

Avid
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60 Routing switchers
By John Luff
Video routing is still the hub of all broadcast and production
centers. An examination of multi -format, HD and SDI routing
techniques and technology.

66 Tutorial: Data storage's growth in

broadcast engineering
By Ron Quartararo
The author provides a decision tree framework for selecting
generic, general purpose storage upgrade paths for videocentric storage platforms.

660,014.
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76 Special report: HDTV lens design:

Management of light transmission
By Larry Thorpe and Gordon Tubbs
This month's article looks at light transmission, including
transmission, aperture control, relative light distribution and
spectral transmittance.
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For the most stunning imageE, the AJ-SDX900

24p/30p/60i 2/3" DVCPRO50 camcorder
faithfully captures the full beauty and majesty

of the nost breathtaking vistas. With its 24p
and 30p frame rates, true progressive scanning,

studio -grade 4:2:2 recording and cine-like
gamma curve, the 16:9/4:3 SDX900 delivers

film -like images like no other SD camera. Its
applications are as limitless as your imagination.

Learn nore at www.panason c.com/dvcpro

See the exquisite imagery trom the AJ-SDX900
for yourself. Obtain your free AJ-SDX900 DVD
by visiting www.panasonic.com/dvcpro. Hurry,
supplies are linited.

Panasonic

ideas for life
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A world of possibilities is well within
reach. From content creation to
viewer consumption, surround
yourself with Harris' full spectrjm
of enterprise -wide solutions. Niow

klARRIS®

deliver the right content to the right
person on the right device at the
right time. Our latest breakthroughs
include the new H-Classil content
delivery platform, 5.1 surround

assuredcommunicationsMicrowave
Broadcast

RF

sound and transmission systems for
mobile video. No matter where your
turn, Harris' mission -critical solutions
and unparalleled customer support
have you covered from every angle

Government Systems

www. h a rris.corn
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Freezeframe
Provide the introduction
years (typically the NAE
where first shown) for tie
following SD digital tape
formats. Hint, see Graham
Jones' new book, A
Broadcast Engineering
Tutorial for Non -Engineers,
Focal Press. The book is also

available from the NAB
publications store.
D1, D2, D3, Digital Betecam,
D5, DV and MiniDV,
DVCPRO, DVCPR050, D3

Digital -S, DVCAM, Betacam
SX, Digital8 and IMX.

Readers submitting winling
entries will be entered kit°
a drawing for Broadcas:
Engineering T-shirts. En-er

by email. Title your entri
"Freezeframe-May" in tie
subject field and send itto:
editor@primediabusinesscom.
Correct answers received by

July 1st, 2005 are eligitie to
win.
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Nothing gets closer to reality thap
Maxell High Definition Media.

maxell

maxell
Ds
D3

Expanding Memory &

Professional HD productions demand peak levels of reliability,
versatility and durability. To that end, Maxell Professional HD Media utilizes Ceramic
Armor Metal Particle technology to provide superior signal-to-noise, significantly reduced error rates
and exceptional C/N. Maxell D-5, HDCAM, and DVCPRO HD - for high -definition video that rivals reality.
To learn more, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit www.maxellpromedia.com
Recordable Media

Data Storage

Portable Energy

Technological Partnerships

Ghosts
of
brands long gone
Ihe engineer leans into the biting Las Vegas
wind and presses toward his goal. Off in the
distance, he sees his target: the Las Vegas
Convention Center. His mission: Acquire new technology for his station. The list is long and time is short
as our intrepid technology manager challenges the elements in his quest to get the best products he can
afford from a vast array of providers.

tion switchers, it's the Grass Valley 3000 or Abekas 6000.

Server options include an AirSPACE from Pluto or a
ColorGraphics DP4:2:2. Then there's the new company
Pinnacle and their MediaStream. "Didn't that used to
be a Hewlett-Packard MediaStream?" he wonders.

Perhaps he'll buy a new Dynair Dyna Mite analog
router. Oh, don't forget automation systems. There's
Vital, Louth, Lake Systems, Columbine, Encoda - and
consider Jefferson -Pilot for traffic. Lots to choose from.

Our engineer reaches the convention center and enters the main hall. That's funny; there are only two halls,
a radio hall and a TV hall. He rubs his head and enters
the TV hall. His eyesight fuzzy, the hall appears more
like a ghost town, with only a few people on the exhi-

bition floor. Company banners float in space: RCA,
Ampex, Dynatech, Editing Machines ...

He needs a landmark, so he decides to look for
Ampex, where he's sure he'll be able to get his bearings and see the DCT VTRs. But where's Ampex? He
sees Abekas, but no, that banner morphs into Accom.
A nearby Discreet banner transforms into AutoDesk.
"Who the heck is AutoDesk?" he asks himself.
To his right, Pinnacle fades into Avid. Is this a dream?

Have companies changed names? No, that can't be.

He examines his shopping list: editing system, automation, cameras, production switcher, graphics plat-

form and servers. It's a long list because his station
hesitated to buy new technology after it purchased a
DTV transmitter two years ago. Now it's time to completely renovate the facility and bring it into HDTV.
Unfortunately, our engineer isn't looking ahead; he
walks smack into a light pole and falls unconscious.
He dreams ... The convention hall is just ahead. It
has three exhibit areas: the North, South and East halls.

"My first stop will be to see the new Ampex DCT
VTRs. Then it's cameras," he thinks. His list includes

Where are the good ol' American broadcast brands like
RCA, General Electric, Ampex and Pacific Recorders?
They are gone and have been replaced by newcomers
like Sony, Panasonic, Thomson, JVC and Avid. Fortunately, Grass Valley seems to have returned from the
dead, he notices.
The convention booths slowly slip away as our engineer begins to wake from his bumped head.

"What happened?" he asks Susan, his station manager, who's standing next to him.
"You bumped into that pole and went out like a light.
You were calling out names I've never heard of- RCA,
Ampex, Dynatech, Dubner - who are they?" she asks.

"Ghosts I think," the engineer replies. "Ghosts of
brands long gone."

BE

several players: Ampex, RCA, Philips, BTS, and Bosch.

"Certainly the Philips LDK-54 video recording camera will be a hot item," he says to himself.
Also on his must -see list: the Dubner CBG-2 and
Abekas A51 graphics and effects systems. For produc-
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MAKING IT HAPPEN
With complex HD playout, you need powerful monitoring and control.
You need smart systems that instantly report failures, and automatically present
solutions to keep you on -air while you undertake emergency maintenance.

Miranda has pioneered the deployment of advanced multi -image display
processing, integrated with monitoring and control over IP.

With our Kaleido and iControl monitoring systems plus our advanced HD/SD
signal probing, you'll remain fully in control.

So if you're planning a new HD system, call Miranda. We'll help you make it
happen.

Miranda Technologies
tel.: 514.333.1772 - ussales@miranda.com

WWW.MIRANDA.COM
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daunting. The transmitted/displayed

It's a jungle out there-

aspect ratio has nothing to do with this
question. It is what it is.

time, but the performance is unpre-

Personally, watching a decoded

length is 50m to 200m. This might be
acceptable in a small studio but not in

NTSC signal on a 42in display would
drive me close to insanity.
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Going the distance
Mr Robin:
Would the use of unbalanced 7551
cable for AES transmission still allow

Set me straight, please

for long distances without any loss? It's

Dear Mr. McGoldrick:
I enjoyed reading your article in the
March issue of Broadcast Engineering.
After recently visiting showrooms of
a few reputable, nationwide retailers,
I am even more confused than to be-

been practice to use long cables, 50m
or 100m, for AES transmission on balanced 11011 cable with XLRs, but I was

at SSL in the UK, and they told me
they were using BNCs with 7551 cable

for their digital transmission.

gin with. Here is my dilemma: I reside in a rural setting without cable

SERGIO CASTRO

do not consider

REFLEXION ARTS, SPAIN

service and

I

DIRECTV as a viable option. Therefore, I rely entirely on VHF & UHF

BEST REGARDS

analog/NTSC OTA reception from

Michael Robin responds:
11051 impedance in AES/EBU digi-

several TV translators operating in my
area and occupying spectrum between
channels 2 and 61. Occasionally, some
of these translators transmit programs

tal audio distribution is outdated. In
an ideal world, impedance matching,
return loss, cable losses and tightly
controlled source signal amplitude

in the widescreen mode. What com-

specifications don't matter. So the initial AES/EBU standard that specified
110V source impedance, 25051 desti-

bination of monitor resolution and
type of the receiver/tuner (NTSC,
ATSC/QAM) integrated or not, will
result in the best possible quality TV
picture on Plasma TV with 16:9 aspect
ratio receiving only VHF & UHF analog/NTSC OTA broadcasts?
JoHAN SORENSSEN

nal amplitude variations still remained
fairly loose. Things work most of the

nation (input) impedance, up to five
25011 input impedance receivers in
parallel with an unspecified cable impedance as well as widely varying
source signal amplitudes would be
acceptable.
In the real world, this is not the case!

dictable when the expected cable
a large teleproduction facility with
varying and unpredictable signal distribution patterns.
Video guys are accustomed to tightly
specified impedances, return loss and

signal source amplitude. To satisfy
them, a 755/ unbalanced digital audio signal distribution standard was
developed. This standard tightly speci-

fies the source impedance, coaxial
cable impedance, receiver input impedance, return loss and source signal amplitude as is customary in a well
designed video facility. As a result, the

typical acceptable cable length is
1000m.

Now one can find 11051 equipment,
2501/ equipment and 7551 equipment,
which are essentially incompatible, so
a wide variety of impedance and sig-

nal amplitude adapters are available
on the market to help the knowledgeable user. It is surprising that the 110/
25011 unbalanced digital audio distribution concept is still alive today. Old
habits die hard!
BE

Janua

Freezeframs:

By what date must stations have
fully implemented the ATSC A/65B
PSIP standard?
A. February 1, 2005
Q.

Paul McGoldrick responds:

Due to poor and unpredictable per-

You have entered the perfect world
of retail spin. There is nothing to be

Winners:

formance, as a result of inevitable and

Karl Sargent, CA Oregon Broadcast

done to improve the display of an

standard was revised keeping the same
source impedance of 11051 but chang-

Rich Lohmueller, Harris

ing the receiver input impedance to
11051 and advising not to use more
than one receiver across the feeding
cable. The cable impedance was still
unspecified, and the wide source sig-

Test your knowledge!

NTSC over -the -air (or cable) signal
other than to use the best decoder you
can afford. A decoder built in to the
receiver is probably fair to good, but

you would do better with a professional decoder where the filtering is

14

unpredictable standing waves, the

broadcastengineering.com

Rich Brochman, KESQ TV -3

See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 10 and enter to win
a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness corn
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AFFORDABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION

KaN,/a<. HD

Concerto
011e

LDK 6000
Bells an'd whistles without

costing an arm and a leg.
Kameleon
PVS 3000

loP
OPP
,

Ling di 3 first complete affordable HD

A,,,

i.

=_

Now you can afford
to have high standards.

Multi -format. Future -proof. Superior quality. We don't think that's too
much to ask. It's why when you choose Grass Valley', you're getting
products that not only exceed industry benchmarks, but elegant tools
that fit your budget. And maximize your on -air look.

Our HD solution in a kit.
A comprehensive kit of products that offer you an affordable,
complete HD solution.

Kayak"' HD 1 M/E production switcher
Concerto"- 64 multi -format routing matrix
LDK 6000 mk II multi -format HD/SD camera
Kame0eon- Media Processing System for HD/SD
PVS 3000 HD/SD Profile® XP Media Platform

Lowering the cost barriers.
What's more amazing than a to:al HD solution delivered in one kit?
Just call and ask about the price.
To learn more, contact your local Grass Valley sales representative,

or visit: www.thomsongrassvalley.com/station

A 01110MSON BRAND

Grass valley

Dowel ad

"
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Affordable
HD
at NAB
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER
he

buzz at NAB2005 in-

images at 1280x720 at 24p. These images can be recorded on standard DV
tape using long -GOP MPEG-2 com-

formation technology revolution is

to have shipped more than 30,000 of
its three -chip 1080i HVR-Z1U
camcorders. Apple announced support for long -GOP MPEG-2 editing

gobbling up what is left of traditional

in Final Cut Pro, the compression

video -centric products targeted at

technology that allows HD images to
be recorded at 25Mb/s onto standard

not part of the original HDV specification created by NC, Sony, Canon

volved two converging
themes: IT and HD. The in-

broadcasters and the "new media" professionals that now dominate NAB attendance. Driven by massive volumes

and the reality that HD video is just
another form of data to be processed,
products based on IT technologies
now dominate the show floor. Computers have had high -resolution progressive displays for years. Apple Cinema Displays are used routinely to cre-

ate HD video programming using
Apple's Final Cut Studio tools, which
now include Final Cut Pro 5, Soundtrack Pro, Motion 2 and DVD Studio
Pro 4. Apple boldly claims users can
"edit anything," and industry partners
are stepping forward to put this claim
to the test.
Coming into NAB, the HDV format
was the big buzz, with Sony claiming

I

±.

=

11

DV tapes. But HDV appears to be

pression. However, 1280x720 at 24p is

and Sharp. The new JVC camera is also
capable of outputting 1280x720 at 60p,

The information technology revolution is
gobbling up what is left of traditional video -centric
products targeted at broadcasters and the
new media professionals
more of a marketing term than a for-

but this cannot be recorded using the

mat, as a variety of incompatible prod-

internal DV tape drive. JVC also

ucts were announced that use long GOP MPEG-2 to record a variety of
HD formats at a variety of bit rates.

camera that will record long -GOP

JVC introduced the GY-HD100U, an

higher bits rates to a hard disk drive

HD camcorder that uses three 1/3in
progressive scan sensors to acquire

to support the demands of higher

.1 11" 1IllII I IIr,III III

showed a prototype of a new HD ENG

MPEG-2 at 25Mb/s to DV tape and at

frame rates.
The HD camcorder creating the big-

gest buzz in affordable HD at
NAB2005 does not use long -GOP

Bundled TV, phone and Internet poll

MPEG-2 compression or tape.

Cable system operators top list for best service and value

Panasonic showed a prototype of a P2
HD camcorder, which records a vari-

Electric utility
company
8%

Internet service
provider

Local phone
company
21%
Source: Knowledge Networks' Home Technology Monitor

ety of HD and SD formats to solid
Cable system
operator

state memory cards using the compa-

30%

codecs: DVCPRO 25 (SD 4:1:1), DVC-

nies trio of DVCPRO intraframe
Pro 50 (SD 4:2:2) and DVCPRO HD
(100Mb/s for multiple HD formats).
The AG-HVX200 camcorder will feature three 1/3in progressive sensors.
The actual sensor resolution has not

been announced. Complementing
Satellite TV
operator
22%
www.knowledgenetworks.corn

Apple's edit anything theme, the AGHVX200 supports the following formats: 1080/60i, 30p and 24p; 720/60p,

30p and 24p; and DVCPRO 50,
DVCPRO or DV (480i); and 720p

16
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Channel 242: Birds of the Rainforest

As experienced through Dolby Digital for HDTV.
Viewers don't want to just watch TV anymore.
They want to experience it. And Dolby® Digital 5.1

lets them do just that in rich, HDTV surround
sound. In fact, Dolby Digital 5.1 is already
setting the standard for HDTV audio on most

major terrestrial, cable and satellite services.
Today, viewers expect the very best viewing

experience in sports, movies, live events and

episodic programs. And with Dolby Digital 5.1

you can give it to them.

www.dolby.corn

DOLBY
Dolby and the double -D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.
© 2005 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. All rights reserved. So5/16o53

DI

mode (in which it may also capture at
variable frame rates like Panasonic's
Varicam).
Broadcast Engineering will provide
more detail on these and other

rates associated with progressively
scanning 1000 lines at 60fps were dif-

ficult to support in both professional
and consumer products.

HD camera/camcorder

product introductions
in our June NAB wrapup issue.

is more than adequate for most con-

sumer displays. The additional

1080/60p
Interlace survived the transition to HD because of the difficulty and cost associated with acquiring and displaying HD images with
more than 1000 lines. When the Japanese developed the 1125/60 HD systems in the late '70s, virtually all displays were CRT -based, and the scan

samples are only necessary when the
screen size is larger than 70in diagonally or when the viewer is sitting close

to the screen, as is the case for high resolution computer displays.

For applications where 1080/60p

The HD trend: flexibility. This

Panasonic AG-HVX200 camcorder
records in a variety of formats.

Minh Links
JVC ProHD GY-HD100U

NHK, which did most of

the research behind the
1125/60 system, found that
a progressively scanned sys-

MDL101539&itempath=&feature_id=08

tem with fewer lines would
provide the same benefits.
However, it opted for 1125
interlaced lines for many of

Panasonic AG-HVX200

www.panasonic.com/webapp/
wcs/stores/servlet/prModelDetail?
storeld=11301&catalogld=1

the same bandwidth conservation reasons that contrib-

3251&itemld=93190&modelNo=
Content04142005103002811&surfModel=

uted to the choice of interlace for the television sys-

Content04142005103002811

tems we have been using for
nearly a century. Interlace is
a crude compression scheme

Sony HVR-Z1U

http://bssc.seLsony.com/Broadcastand
Business/DisplayModel?id=78439

that trades off spatial resolution for temporal resolu-

Faroudja DVP-1080 HD Digital Video Processor

tal compression techniques

tion. However, modern digiwww.faroudja.com/prod dvp1080.phtml

Gennum GF9330 High Performance
SDTV/HDTV Deinterlacer
www.g enn um. c om/ip/parts/gf9330.htm

Silicon Optix Realta chip with
Teranex Hollywood Quality Video
www.siliconoptix.com/chipProducts/
Realta/PressRelea se/
realtapressrelease.cfm?CFID=
&CFTOKEN=1e0c36477e50e9fd8DCCFA52-7E90-E2A3-859455958728530E

broadcastengineering.com

makes sense, upconversion from other
HD formats produces excellent results.
The goal is not to present more infor-

mation per se, but to eliminate the
perception of the raster when it is

http://pro.jvc.com/prof/Attributes/
press res.jsp?tree=&model id=

18

tems using the new 1920x1080 at 60p
DLP chip from Texas Instruments.
The ability to display HD images at
these high spatial and temporal resolutions does not necessarily mean that
1080/60p acquisition and production
tools are imminent, or even necessary
for most applications. In reality, 720p

blown up to large sizes. The ability to
de -interlace video formats of various

resolutions for presentation on progressive displays is one of the most
important developments in the digital television transition.
Most of us still watch programs that
are delivered using interlaced SDTV

formats. Thus, it is critical to de -

For applications where
1080/60p makes sense,
upconversion from other
HD formats produces
excellent results.

actually work better with
progressively
scanned
sources.

interlace this content for presenta-

Modern display technologies are now up to the task

tion on the wide range of new display

of displaying 1920x1080

technologies that are replacing the
venerable old CRT. In addition to

pixels (or more) at 60fps to
75fps. Apple's 30in monitor

de -interlacing, many of these image-

has plenty of room for a

pulldown removal for 24p sources and

1920x1080 window inside
its spacious 2560x1600 raster. Several consumer electronics manufacturers have
announced new HD rear and front -projection sys-

other forms of advanced image pro-

processing chips also perform 3:2

cessing to improve the quality of
displayed images in both SD and HD.

One company exemplifies the
progress that has been made in this
(Continued on page 22)
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SONY®

like.no.other

IND-232W 23" idescreen monitors'

Points
Anyone can build a flat panel monitor. The real challenge is creating flat panels that actually match SMPTE C phosphors
or EBU color. The real test is matching color across an entire wall of monitors at the touch of a button. Our latest LUMA'
LCD monitors with ChromaTru- technology accomplish all this, and more. Sony's two-piece design also gives you incredible
mounting flexibility. Compared to CRTs, Sony's LUMA monitors are far smaller, lighter and more energy efficient, impervious
to flicker, immune to magnetic fields and less vulnerable to ambient light. So they're the perfect choice to replace the industry
benchmark, Sony's own PVM Series. Finally there's an LCD that can match up with CRTs. So ty LUMA series monitors.

RECEIVE UP TO $500 CASH BACK BY MAIL ON SELECT LUMA PRODUCT PURCHASES FROM APRIL 1, 2005 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2005!
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One-piece SD units
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Rack -mount units

45 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. Reproduction in whole or in pad without written permission is prohibited. Sony, ChromaTru, "like.no.other" and LUMA are trademarks of Sony.
Jwable area measured diagonally. Monitor images simulated.
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(Continued from page 18)
area over the past decade. Teranex, an
image processing company spun out
of Lockheed Martin in the late '90s,
developed a variety of image processing algorithms to run on the specialized image processing chips Lockheed
developed for military applications. As

!

the HD era began,

Teranex challenged video industry veterans, such as Snell &
Wilcox, with platforms to handle
de -interlacing and interformat
conversions. For the past three
years, Teranex has been working

Many camcorders now support the
new HDV format, including the HVRZ1U from Sony.

with Silicon Optix to develop a chip
capable of performing 1 trillion operations per second for both professional and consumer applications. Silicon Optix acquired Teranex last year,

and the companies introduced the
Realta chip at CES. The chip is being

designed into several upscale consumer products, offering the same capabilities to consumers that broadcast-

Belden Delivers Flexibility To Your
Audio and Video Digital Conversion.

Analog, Digital
Digital or Data More Broadcast Engineers
Choose Belden Than Any Other
Brand of Cabling Products.

To make your selection process easier, we're

offering a 4th Edition of our "Digital Studio
Cable Guide." This Guide will help your
understanding of digital cables, SDI and

ers paid six figures for at the turn of
the century.
On a similar note: Faroudja, now a
subsidiary of Genesis Microchip and
Gennum, has also introduced powerful new image processing chips that
are capable of converting virtually any
video source to 1080/60p.
There has been much progress in the
realm of high -resolution image acquisition and display as the IT revolution

gobbles up the world of video as w
know it.
B

AES/EBU specifications, HD
Why? Because broadcast engineers know that

Radio concerns, key electrical/

Belden has ar extensive line-up of digital

distance parameters, and why

cabling products - including data cables -

Installable Performance

and the quality to match.

important to cable performance.

Whether you're installing cable in a television

Look to the leader. Call the Belden CDT

or radio studio, a video post -production facility,

Electronics Divison at 1-800-BELDEN-4

an indoor or outdoor sports arena, a film

and get a free copy of the definitive

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultan
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moderates the OpenDTV forum.

is
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

cbirkmaier@primediahusiness.com

production studio, a church. a government

"Digital Studio Cable Guide." Or download

chamber, or an entertainment venue -

a copy from Belden's Web site at:

any area where a high quality signal is

www.belden.com/tb65.pdf.
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FCC
stresses
emergency information
obligation
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

The FCC hit three San
Diego TV stations with fines

ranging from $20,000 to
$25,000 for failure to make emergency
information accessible to people with
hearing disabilities. Shortly after those

fines were announced, the commission issued a reminder to broadcasters, cable operators and satellite television services that they are required
to make emergency information accessible to people with hearing and vision disabilities.
"Emergency information" is defined

by the FCC as "information about a
current emergency that is intended to
further the protection of life, health,
safety, or property, i.e., critical details

r%sa+gs I i

Ck

June 1 is the deadline for
television, LPTV, Class A and TV

translator stations in Michigan and
Ohio to file their 2005 renewal
applications, biennial ownership
reports and EEO program reports.
June 1 also is the date TV
stations in Illinois and Wisconsin
rrust begin their pre -filing renewal
announcements in anticipation of
their renewal application filing date
Augist 1.
July 1 is the NV buildout
deadline for N stations in top -100
markets that are affiliated with
ABC, CBS, NBC or Fox. After that
date, affected stations will lose
interference protection beyond the
service areas of their then -existing
facilities.
Round 2 DIV channel elections
will be solicited by the FCC later
this year, after Round 1 elections
are fully processed.

24

regarding the emergency and how to
respond to the emergency." While the
primary focus is on local matters, on
occasion, matters of national impor-

language suggests that a reasonable
measure of discretion was left to video

tance may also be of local concern and

distributors to decide what elements
of emergency information need to be
specially transmitted. That is what the

could, thus, trigger this requirement.

San Diego TV licensees believed.

The types of situations that might
give rise to emergency information

But in the San Diego forfeiture decisions, the commission limited the

include tornadoes, hurricanes, floods,

scope of that good faith judgment dra-

tidal waves, earthquakes, icy conditions, heavy snows, widespread fires,
discharge of toxic gases, widespread
power failures, industrial explosions,
civil disorders, school closings and
changes in school bus schedules arising from such conditions. The FCC
emphasizes that this "list of emergencies is not intended to be exhaustive."
According to the commission, in order to provide the necessary information to people with hearing disabilities, TV stations and other video providers must use captioning, crawls,
scrolls or the like. Emergency information should not block any closed
captioning, and vice versa.
As for people with vision disabilities,

video distributors must aurally describe the emergency information in
the main audio if the information is
provided during a newscast. If emer-

gency information is provided in
some other context (e.g., by an emergency crawl or scroll), it must be accompanied by an aural tone.
The FCC's recent reminder is noteworthy because it says nothing about

any agency deference to the "good
faith judgments" of TV licensees.
When the commission first adopted

matically. While the licensees had
provided the required emergency information for the hearing disabled in
its most essential emergency broadcasts, they had not broadcast the nec-

essary access information in other
emergency programming. The licensees argued that they were merely exercising the good faith judgment that

the FCC had incorporated into the
standard. The FCC was not persuaded
and suggested that the licensees' interpretation of that language was too "expansive:' Not surprisingly, the follow-

up reminder does not even allude to
the good faith judgment question.
The recent fines in combination with

the reminder send a clear signal to
video distributors: The commission
expects all emergency information
transmitted conventionally will also be
made accessible to persons with hearing or vision disabilities.
BE
Harry C. Martin is president of the Federal
Communications Bar Association and a
member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth PLC,
Arlington, VA.
SENO

Send questions and comments to:

harry_martin@primediabusiness.com

requirements in this area, it stated, "In

Broadeastkineering

determining whether particular details need to be made accessible, we
will permit programmers to rely on
their own good faith judgments." That
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evolve.

think video. think Terayon.
Digital video changes everything - how we brand, communicate, entertain and inform.
Terayon accelerates your ability to evolve and capitalize on new business opportunities
brought on by this digital revolution.

Terayon enables you to deliver picture perfect results

where it matters most - on the screen and on your bottom line.
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evolve faster.
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Carrying
the bits
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

igure 1 shows the simplified
ir))A. block diagram of a Rec. 601
LPF A

4:2:2 encoder. Each of the
three component video channels (E'y,
VBy and E' Ry) consists of a low-pass
(anti-aliasing) filter and the associated

0

A/D. A clock generator controls the
sampling process. The output of each
converter features a conductor (pair
of wires) for each of the bits plus an

Sequential

gen

CBY CR

E'

CB

words

Time

B -Y

LPF A

6.75MW/s

multiplexer

27MW/s

6.75MHz
E'

C
R -Y

additional conductor carrying the
clock. The clock is required to synchronize the various serializer functions as well as the D/A converters in
the decoders.

13.5MW/s
13.5MHz

Clock

LPF A I)
6.75MW/s

Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of Rec. 601 4:2:2 encoder with time
division multiplexed 27MW/s bit -parallel output

Information is carried word -byword, meaning the bits are carried in
parallel. This requires a large number

destination. This is relatively easy to

in parallel in a studio environment,

do inside a studio, but it creates a

but not on a telco distribution system.

The information is carried word -by -word, meaning
the bits are carried in parallel.

digital technology, various scenarios

Therefore, since the beginning of

of conductors of equal length to ensure that the bits arrive in time at the

At 14

-

nightmare in a large teleproduction
center. It is feasible to carry the bits

A
I

,

1111111

(bit -serial). All of them have something in common: They use the concept of self -clocking, which means that
the bit -serial signal has to carry information allowing the receiver to regen-

erate the missing clock signal.

Audience share statistics
Nonbroadcast network viewing is on the rise

The channel coding

Nonbroadcast networks combined
Broadcast networks combined

100

were developed aimed at using a single
conductor to carry the bits in sequence

80

The channel coding describes the
manner in which the ones and zeros
of the data stream are represented on
the transmission path. There are many

channel coding standards. They all
aim at optimizing some aspect of the
bit -serial digital signal, such as the
spectral distribution, the DC content

60

and the clock recovery.

The simplest and most commonly

20

0

1997/1998

2001/2002

2002/2003

2003/2004

TV season

TV season

TV season

TV season

Prime time viewing

Source: FCC
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used channel code is NRZ. NRZ is exemplified by logic "one" having a welldefined DC level and logic "zero" having a well-defined lower DC level. The
bit -serial digital signal is self -clocking.
The receiver contains a clock regen-

erator. The regenerator recreates the
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Now is not the time for....

A Wardrobe Malfu

tion.

New performance standards for the
broadcasting industry. Trust the experts.

HD /SD - Audio/Video Delay Syst
Up to 78 Seconds

Features
Up to 13 seconds delay in
high definition
Up to 78 seconds in standard definition

Anyone who didn't believe in broadcasts' ability to attract an audience
learned a valuable lesson when a "wardrobe malfunction," resulting in
less than two seconds, set off an intense media blitz that changed the
broadcast industry.

10 -bit video processing
Primary and auxiliary/alternate SDI
video inputs

24 -bit audio processing

The popular Pipeline audio/video delay is now available in standard
definition and high definition as the HD/SD Pipeline with a serial digital
interface housed in a space -saving 2U -high rack -mounted box.

AES/EBU digital or analog audio

4 primary audio inputs
4 auxiliary/alternate audio inputs
Audio and video can be switched
together or independently

The HD/SD Pipeline also features 10 -bit video processing, with a primary video
input complemented by an auxiliary/alternate video input. Audio processing is
24 -bit, with four channels in and out, along with four auxiliary/alternate audio
channels. Audio in all channels can be selected as AES/EBU digital or analog
and can be switched with, or independent of, auxiliary video.

Fits in standard 2U -high rack space

Prime Image has more than 20 years of leading the industry with high performance
broadcast and production solutions.

No
rime
imiA, image Performance by definition.

Tel (408) 867-6519
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NO Di

clock through a
phase -locked -loop

tal

Binary

*

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

ss

0

(PLL) controlled oscil-

lator (VCO). The PLL

derives its reference

NRZ

from the zero -to -one -

to -zero digital signal
transitions. The NRZ
code may result in long
strings of ones and ze-

ros. These long mo-

NRZI

Figure 2. NRZ- and NRZI-channel coding characteristics

notonous data strings
have no transitions, resulting in long
periods of time during which the PLL
reference is not refreshed.

bility of the clock VCO. In addition, the

ceivers. For these reasons, the NRZ

NRZ code has a zero frequency (DC)
component, which varies with the na-

code is not used in its basic form in bit serial digital video transmissions.
Bit -serial digital video transmissions

use a derivative of the NRZ code, the
non -return -to -zero inverted (NRZI)

code. Figure 2 above shows an example of an NRZ-coded digital signal
and the derived NRZI-coded signal.
NRZI codes logic zeros as a DC level
(zero or one) and logic ones as a tran-

sition. When the NRZ-coded digital
signal is a long string of ones, the derived NRZI-coded signal is a square
wave at one-half the clock frequency.
As shown, for a given binary sequence,

an NRZI-coded signal has more transitions per unit of time than an NRZ-

coded signal, resulting in improved
clock regenerator PLL operation.
Provided that the system limits the

maximum number of zeros in the
data stream, the receiver clock regenFigure 3. Simplified block diagram of a Rec. 601 4:2:2 serializer

The accurate sampling of the bit serial digital signal in the receiver dur-

ing these periods depends on the sta-

ture of the data stream, as well as a significant low -frequency content, making it inappropriate for AC -coupled re-

eration works quite well. The standards meet this requirement by reserving the all -zero word for sync
purposes only. The NRZI, while superior to the NRZ coding, still has a
DC component and a significant low frequency content.

Figure 4. Block diagram of a scrambler
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like.no.other

Even if you can't be everywhere and do everything, you can still know what's
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issues before they become costly, catastrophic, failures. We can set you up

it

with comprehensive monitoring in-house - or Sony can keep an eye on
things for you. We already monitor and parse over 1 million pages of machine
logs every day for mission critical applications at sports arenas, movie studios,
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Professional Services
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"We selected Omneon servers and
shared storage for playout, and have
since connected our production
processes. Omneon is the one
solution that fits our tight budget,
meets all our requirements today and
supports us as our needs change."

Helge Blucher
Vice President
Detroit Public Television

'tion

The scrambling concept
G 1(X) = X9 + X4 + 1. The scrambler
A further improvement in the can produce long runs of ones. These
receiver clock recovery is obtained
through scrambling. The scrambler
randomizes long sequences of zeros

are converted to transitions by an
NRZ-to-NRZI converter consisting of

and ones as well as repetitive data pat-

terns, which could result in clock regeneration difficulties. It helps eliminate the DC content and provides sufficient signal transitions for reliable

A further improvement
in the receiver clock
recovery is obtained
through scrambling.

clock recovery.
Figure 3 on page 28 shows the block
diagram of a Rec. 601 4:2:2 serializer
consisting of a scrambler, followed by
an NRZ-to-NRZI encoder. The scrambler produces a pseudorandom binary
sequence, which, in turn, is combined

a single stage shift register with an
XOR gate. The polynomial of the
NRZI converter is: G2(X) = X + 1.

with transmitted data in order to randomize it. It consists of a nine -stage

Figure 3 shows a simplified block
diagram of a Rec. 601 4:2:2 serializer

10 -bit parallel

data out

Detroit Public Television operates on a very
tight budget with limited resources. When it
came time to select a media server, they
needed a cost-effective solution that gave
them both operational efficiencies and the
flexibility to satisfy multiple requirements.

8

Serial
data
input

7

0.6

5

Cable

4

Descrambler

paYzer

3
2

With Omneon EpectrumTM media servers,
Detroit Public TJ implemented a solution that

Serial

1

0

clock

Clock

worked across their entire operation. Built
around :he concept of Smart ScalabilityTM'
Omneon Spectrum systems can be configured
to meet precise format, channel count,

bandwidth and storage specifications. What's
more, Omneon Spectrum systems can then be
expanded in smart, manageable incrementswithout replacing the original system and in
many cases, without taking the system
off-line.
To learn more about the unique advantages of
an Omneon Spectrum media server system
visit www.omneon.com.

It's not just
what you serve.

LPF

30

Timing

generator

Figure 5. Simplified block diagram of a Rec. 601 4:2:2 deserializer

shift register (nine sections of clocked
Master Slave D -Flip -Flop marked D in
the diagram) with associated feedback.

The feedback signals are combined by

"Exclusive OR" adders (marked 0 in
the diagram) with the following input
versus output truth table:

using the scrambled NRZI. The resulting signal is often called pseudo -noise

because it has a noise -like spectrum

and, as a result, the required bandwidth remains unchanged. By comparison, the AES/EBU digital audio
signal distribution uses a different
channel coding called

0 ( at input A ) + 0 ( at input B ) = 0 ( at output )
0 ( at input A ) + 1 ( at input B ) = 1 ( at output)
1 ( at input A) + 0 ( at input B) = 1 ( at output )
1 ( at input A) + 1 ( at input B) = 0 ( at output )

It's who.

OMNEON

VCO

The scrambling function is classified
using a shorthand method of describing the feedback connection known as
the "Characteristic Polynomial." For
the nine -stage register illustrated in
Figure 4 (page 28) the polynomial is:

broadcastengineering.com

the Bi-phase Mark
(BPM), which doubles
the bit rate and, there-

fore, the required

bandwidth. While this
is acceptable with the
relatively low bit rate of digital audio
(3.072Mb/s), it is unacceptable with
the high bit rates of SDTV (270Mb/s)
and HDTV (1.485Gb/s).

Figure 5 shows a simplified block
diagram of a Rec. 601 4:2:2 deserial-
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Digital Audio Routing System
NEXUS is the integrated solution for digital audio routing:
each 19" base device is a rcuter, format converter and audio
processor in one compact unit. Connected via glass fibre, they
form decentralize° networks of any desired size - with minimum cabling and maximum reliability. A unique concept that
has won over users in hundreds of installations throughout
the world.
Large rooting capacity and dynamic signal path circuit
Delay -free signal Drocessing
Excellen: audio quality through 28 -bit TrueMatch converter
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Figure 6. Block diagram of a descrambler

izer. Cable losses are rewarded by a
self-adjusting equalizer. The original
data is recovered by an NRZI-to-NRZ
converter, followed by a descrambler.
Figure 6 above shows the block diagram of the descrambler. The logic arrangement is identical to the one used
in the scrambler, except that

feedforward is used instead of the
feedback. The same random sequence,

which is added to the signal before

transmission, is subtracted at the decoder, resulting in the recovered data
being identical to the original data.

Send questions and comments to:
SEND

michael rohin@primediahusiness.corm
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Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE
and former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal. He is
co-author of "Digital Television Fundamentals," published by McGraw-Hill and
translated into Chinese and Japanese.

Digital
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Robin's book
may be ordered

Fundamentals
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF
VIDEO AND AUDIO SYSTEMS
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Edition of Michae'
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800-262-4729. The
book is available
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booksellers.
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Our rugged XLR connectors

withstand twice the stress
than the ones you're using now:
100 pounds of pull
50.000 bends under stress
Best in irdustry signal clarity
Dependable connections
Put Pomona connectors to the test. To
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or call 1-800-490-2361

When everything is riding
on your connections,
choose Pomona.
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Workflow
integration
BY BRAD GILMER

I
I-

Recently, I was part of a team

parts of the day. A clock describes what

that launched a new, na-

kind of events will be played in what

tionwide cable satellite
music channel. Because we started

order during any given 60 -minute

from scratch, we looked at a number
of different options for our facility.
In the end, we outsourced the origi-

period. The program director creates
several clocks for different times of
day. For example, he or she may create clocks for morning drive, morn-

nation and uplink of the channel.

ing, day, evening drive, night and over-

However, all management, programming, traffic, commercial sales and
promotion are handled in-house. Because the channel is music video oriented, we decided to use a radio music scheduling system for programming the music elements, but a conventional traffic system to schedule

night. A clock might say, "Play an ID

at the top of the hour, followed by a

Just to make things a little more complicated, we selected a hosted traffic
system. The actual traffic computer is
located at the traffic vendor's location,
and we connect to it via the Internet.

hot -hit, followed by a rock title, followed by another hot -hit, followed by
an oldie, followed by a commercial

Figure I shows a simplified drawing
of the configuration.

The key to radio automation is that
the scheduler module automatically

break, etc."

6-

I

"

VPN

Log to automa

Merge
application

Music scheduling
software

Figure 1. Simplified diagram of traffic system

so on. It is the responsibility of the
program director to classify the music and to create clocks for different

34

shows. A television traffic system is the
perfect tool to use in this environment.

The challenge we faced was to get the
two systems to work together. We decided to have the two systems create

places songs on the log based on the
song's classification, the clock in use
at the time, and other parameters such
as "do not play this particular song
more than three times in a 24 -hour

period." This saves a tremendous
amount of manual work.
While the music scheduling software

works well, it does not contain all of

broadcastengineering.com

separate logs, and then merge them to-

gether into one log to send to our
origination and playout facility.

In the end, the TV traffic system

Hosted traffic
application

works because of the music scheduling software. In radio, each piece of
music in the library is classified into
groups such as hot -hit, rock, oldie and

hour precompiled multisegment

The key to radio automation is that the scheduler
module automatically places songs on the log
based upon the song's classification, the clock in
use at the time, and other parameters.

half-hour and hour programming.

This operation is different from
many conventional television net-

the tools available in a television traffic system. Our music video network
plays music video blocks, but it also
airs conventional half-hour and one -

company modified an existing merging application so it would take the
two logs and produce a final log. We
required some custom development
and while a few minor bugs remain,
the system works well. I wish I could
say the same for interfacing the traffic
system to the automation interface.

As I mentioned earlier, we do not
have the physical computer for the
traffic system at our facility. Instead,
the system is located in a data center
maintained by the vendor. The traffic
system clients at our facility connect
to the hosted traffic computer over the
Internet. We established a Virtual Private Network (VPN) between the two

facilities - actually, between individual client computers in our facility

and a router at the hosting location.
Once the VPN is connected, we run a
Citrix client application on the desk-

top. This client connects to a Citrix
server at the hosting location. (Citrix
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Renwkahle technology, unbeatable value!

$18,995

Now Shipping

dentity4 (id4) switcher is staggering. Included as standard - 6 Keyers (2 Downstream), 4 Chromakeyers, 5 Pattern Generators.
The feature set for the inuedibly compact Echolab
2 x 2D DVE's with Rotation, 16 SDI Inputs, 16 SDI Outputs (2 Program, Preview, Clean -Feed, & 11 Tmed Aux Outputs with a dedicated Aux Monitoring Output), 2 Matte Generators,
2 DVE Border Generators, Frame Buffer with Alpha Channel, Photoshop Support, Dual Power Supply, Ethernet Connectvity, Full Tally and GP10...and that's just for starters.

The sleek new panel fits in a standard rack, is perfect for all production environments and space -limited operations including flight packs and OB vans. The Nova id4 has
industry standard 'look ahead' preview architecture and provides broadcast quality 10 -bit NTSC / PAL Serial Digital Video. The Nova id4 provides high-speed, next -generation interconnectivity, 10/100 -Mb Ethernet ports, supporting simultaneous connections to the outside world through Web. TFTP & XML-RPC servers .
The Echolab Nova id4 has six keyers for unprecedented layering in a switcher of this size. This offers amazing power in terms of creathe control. Four upstream effects keys support
luma, chroma, & preset pattern keys. Two of the four effects keyers have integrated DVE's. Two downstream keyers allow title keying for graphics, logos, and bugs. As well the inter connectivity, smart architecture and advanced 'system -on -a -chip' firmware of the Nova identity4 allow us to offer a lifetime guarantee of free upgrades to the core software.

Our Nova id4 X model indudes a customized PC workstation offering the ability to integrate PCI based products such as DPS dip sore, Echolab 3XD DVE's, Inscriber Inca, VTR
control and a whole lot more! In addition, the id4 panel 's USC (Universal System Control) interface also steamlines switcher functions and delivers a whole new level of workflow
control of external devices right from the control panel itself.
For those of you with mix and match analog and digital sources, Echolab now offers a complete range of interface conversion perfect for the Nova. Given its impressive standard
feature set and 3 Year Warranty, the Nova id4 can only be compared to switchers that are twice its price.
Oh, and it just won these NAB 2005 Best of Show Awards.
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www.echolab.com / identity4
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is an application that provides remote
connectivity over the Internet.) When
the connection is complete, traffic system users are presented with a virtual
traffic system on their desktop.
As the traffic person works with the
system, client session data is passed
over the Internet between the host and
the desktop. While overall the system
has worked well, we have had unex-

411M11111 '1111111n111111411111111.1
II

equipment in the past, so we gave it a
try. It failed completely.

None of the traffic elements made
it to the automation system. Obviously something had changed. We
contacted the nonresponsive vendor,
and after several weeks, it provided
us with marginal support. After try -

traffic system connection. We are still
working to find the problem. It would

lem may be at the hosting site, within

the configuration of the Citrix environment, or in the desktop environment. Overall, the hosted solution has
been satisfactory, but the interruptions
have made work difficult at times.
By far, the most challenging part of

this project has been the connection

change elements required in the
broadcast environment. The group

has more than 100 members and

When the connection is complete, traffic system
users are presented with a virtual traffic system
on their desktop.

plained interruptions in this virtual
be easy to blame the outages on the
Internet, but this is a system with a
number of components, so the prob-

group within SMPTE that is working
to standardize data interchange. This
group, called the Working Group on
Data Exchange, has taken on the task
of standardizing the various data ex-

ing four or five different interface

meets regularly. It has made a lot of

configurations, we were finally able
to get information to pass between
the two systems. We were successful
but only with the most basic log elements. We still needed to pass sec-

headway in defining a data dictionary

ondary events to control IDs and
logos. As soon as we added these ele-

ments to the log, the conversion
failed. Once again, we contacted the

of interchange terms and XML
schema for the exchange of things
such as playlists, purge lists and as -run

logs. The group is also developing a
communications framework for interchange between different systems.
The focus of the group is on programming systems, automation systems, traffic systems and content delivery systems, though many other sys-

tems will also benefit from this stan-

dardization effort. Speaking as the
head of a group of users who have
provided input to the group, we are
extremely pleased with the progress so
far. When can we buy it?
BE

Figure 2. Typical interchange elements between traffic and automation

between the traffic system and the

nonresponsive vendor, and after

automation system. This should be a

quite some time, we were able to get
things working but not without trial
and error.
Not to belabor the point, but it turns
out that our problems were not over.
When we started working with as -run
log data, we wrote a conversion that
worked for a while but then quit. One
of the assumptions we made about the
as -run conversion was invalid, but
there was no documentation of any
kind on the as -run log format, so we
had no alternative but to guess until
we got it right.

fairly straightforward interface. As you
can see from Figure 2, we are exchanging playlists, dub lists and as -run logs
between these two systems.

This is a very common interface re-

quirement - I have been working
with systems exchanging these sorts of
lists for many years, and I assume you

probably have, too. In this particular
case, one of the vendors was almost
completely unresponsive. Because
each vendor had its own proprietary
interchange format, something had to
give. One of the vendors was willing
to work with us. It had an interface that

Good news on the horizon

had worked with the other vendor's
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The good news is that there is a new

Brad Gilmer is President of Gilmer &
Associates, Executive Director of the
Video Services Forum and Executive
Director of the AAF Association.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

brad_gilmer@primediahusiness.com

FILE

INTERCHANGE
HANDBOOK

To order Brad
Gilmer's book, Roe
Interchange
Handbook for
Images, Audio and

Metadata, from
BRAD GILMER

Focal Press, visit

www.focalpress.com
or call 800-545-2522.
The book is also
vailable from most major booksellers.

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up now for
BroadcasiEngineerinh

Technoloqyllpdate
e -newsletter
at www.broadcastengineenng.com
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SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

KAHUNA - THE PRODUCTION
SWITCHER THAT
DEFIES DEFINITION

Standard definition? High definition? With
Kahuna you don't have to worry. It can
handle either of them - separately or at
the same time. It can even incorporate
SD sources into HD productions
without upconversion.

1,7

KAHUNA

Kahuna is the most versatile switcher
on the market. And the most economical.
Kahuna lets you take control of your
transition to HD without having to re -equip
with all -HD sources - and without having
to put an upconverter on every SD input.

Even if you have no plans to go HD just
yet, you can install Kahuna in SD only.
Then when you are good and ready,
upgrade to full multi -format SD/HD
operation, with no operational disruption.

HD

HD

TRANSITION

KAHUNA - DESIGNED JUST
THE WAY YOU WANT IT
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Each of the four comprehensive M/E
banks has:
Four keyers able to perform luma,
linear, and chroma keying

Five transition wipe generators
Still store and clipstore
RGB color correction
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Each keyer in the system is equipped with:
Its own FormatFusion engine to
integrate SD and HD sources

DVE send -and -return architecture
that enable images to be manipulated
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Every source has its own
user -configurable mnemonic
identification

SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

AT LAST.

COMPLETE FORMAT FREEDOM
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Kahuna is the first production switcher
system in the world to offer simultaneous
standard definition and high definition
operation in the same mainframe with
the same control panel.

KAHUNA

Even more remarkably, thanks to a
new technology called FormatFusion,
it enables you to integrate any SD
material, such as camera feeds,
graphics or archives into live HD
productions, seamlessly, without
the need for upconversion.

Kahuna is a truly multi -format system that

puts you in control of your transition to
HD. It gives you the flexibility to use
existing SD equipment, without the cost
of completely re -equipping with HD.

FORMATFUSION

SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

KAHUNA - THE WORLD'S FIRST TRUE MULTI -FORMAT
SD/HD PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Example of HD Output from a Single M/E Using Mixed SD/HD Inputs
HD background B

Animation via one of
the internal clip stores
Benefits
Legacy -compatible and future -proof
Feature set and formats field-upgradable
through software
Puts you in control of your transition to HD
Competitively priced throughout the range
Integrates SD sources into HD productions
No need to replace all SD equipment
No need for expensive upconversion
Can cut SD and HD simultaneously
Resource -sharing maximizes WE use
Familiar, intuitive control panels
Robust system design ensures reliability
Compact size, less weight, lower power
consumption

Features
1, 2, 3 and 4 M/E versions
All functions, options and PSUs contained

Wipe bar provided
by Utility Bus

HD background A

HD camera studio shot
`squeezed back' using
picture resize engine

SD character
generator output
using FormatFusion
and resize engine

SD hand held camera
shot using FormatFusion
and resize engine

Accepts all SD and HD standards
Up to 80 field-upgradeable inputs
Up to 40 assignable outputs
4 keyers per M/E with flexible layering
Each keyer able to perform luma and
linear keying

Each keyer with high quality chroma keying
Each M/E with 4 FormatFusion and
resize engines

Independent keyer transition engine
Every M/E has 4 stores for stills and clips
Clipstores with 12 seconds of
uncompressed HD
Five transition wipe generators per M/E
Input and color effects RGB color correction
4 utility buses per M/E for video in border
and multi -program outputs

DMEM and GMEM snapshot save and
recall memories

RGB & YUV color correction for all SD & HD
outputs with full broadcast specification
legalizers on each output (including auxiliary)

Programmable clean feeds per M/E
Integration with external equipment such as
VTRs, DDRs, audio desks, external routers
and edit controllers
Powerful machine control
Full source name displays
Highly intuitive color touch -screen GUI
Very powerful macro facility
DMEM and GMEM snapshot save and
recall memories

Off-line PC applications supporting stilVclip
transfer to switcher system
Multi -panel and multi -frame capability

Options
Four twin channels / 8 channels of 3D DVE
effects with warps, lighting and trail store

in a compact 11 RU chassis

KAHUNA

www.snellwilcox.com

FORMATFUSION
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Pre-scaling graphics for

0

HD editing

BY MIKE NANN

may think they're mixing graphics

size graphic in the editing process may

result in the mixing of a 1920x1080
graphic with video at a 1280x1080 or

ear editing system may seem straight-

and video of the same frame size, that
might not actually be the case.
This issue arises when full -resolution
(1920x1080 or 1280x720) graphics are

forward. However, the adage "looks
can be deceiving" comes to mind.

mixed with HD video that is being
processed natively in a compression

t first glance, the creation
and scaling of graphics to
the correct size for incor-

poration with HD video in a nonlin-

Graphics -related issues such as color
space conversions, color sampling and
pixel aspect ratios have been covered

Frame size (sub -sampled or full -raster) by format
1920x1080 full raster

in detail before, and the full raster
sizes for HD video frames are wellknown - 1920x1080 and 1280x720.
Simply create your graphics to these

1440x1080 frame size. Various formats
and their native frame sizes are shown
in Figure 1.
Similarly, as an alternative to proc-

HDV

1440x1080

Panasonic DVCPRO HD

1280x1080

sizes, and you're ready to import them

Panasonic D-5 HD

1920x1080 full -raster)

into your NLE - or so it seems.
While this simple process is usable
for bringing HD graphics into modern editing systems, there often are
internal factors within an NLE that
can make this workflow less than
ideal. For instance, prescaling fullsize HD graphics to sizes other than
the full raster may be advantageous
both in terms of quality and productivity. Otherwise, some NLEs may
perform some unexpected automatic

Sony HDCAN1

1440x1080

Sony HDCAN1 SR

1920x1080 full -raster)

Avid DNxHD

1920x1080 :full -raster)

Canopus HG

1440x1080

Leitch LWC-1

1920x1080 :full -raster)

re -scaling of the graphics that editors

would otherwise prefer to control.
And, on some NLE systems, pre scaling the images may result in improved real-time layering and effects
performance. Counterintuitively, in
many cases, the best results in both

quality and performance may be
achieved by prescaling graphics to
lower than full raster size, before
bringing them into an NLE.

One size doesn't fit all

Figure 1. Common acquisition formats and their native frame sizes

format that has been subsampled from
the full HD raster. While formats such

essing HD media natively in its acquisition format, some NLE manufactur-

as Panasonic's D-5 HD and Sony's
HDCAM SR support the full raster

ers offer their own compression

(as does the HDV format in its 720p

Letting the operator control the down -scaling of
the graphic manually prior to importing into NLE
provides better control of the scaling quality.
variant), many other common HD

port the full HD raster, others are sub -

formats do not. For instance, HDV, as

sampled similarly to the acquisition
codecs mentioned above.
This means that those subsampled
formats will face the same frame size
mismatch. Resolving this will invariably be handled automatically by the
NLE. However, there are disadvantages to doing this that might make it

well as Sony's HDCAM, uses 1440

The key factor that can make pre -

luma samples per line, for a 1440x1080

scaling HD graphics desirable relates

recorded frame size. DVCPRO HD

to the frame size (in pixels) of the

subsamples to 1280x1080 in its 1080 line mode, or 960x720 for 720p.

graphics, versus the actual frame size
at which the NLE processes the HD

video. For example, not all 1080i is
created equally. While NLE operators

MAY 2005

schemes, optimized for post -production. While some of these codecs sup -

If the nonlinear system works with
media in any of these acquisition formats natively, the addition of a full -

preferable to avoid it in the first place.

broadcastengineering.com
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Scale up or scale down?

as to the scaling and interpolation

There are two fundamental ways to
resolve the differing frame sizes of the

methodologies for reducing the size
of these images. These systems may
provide operator controls for non-

O

graphics and the HD video: scaling the
graphics down to the size of the video

-

or scaling the video up to the size of
the graphics. The particular method
used varies between different NLEs,

CO

standard image sizes that the user
specifies to be scaled, but they seldom

provide adjustments for the internal
behind -the -scenes format conversion.

scaling. Some NLE systems offer realtime rescaling (hardware- or software-

based) that can result in even better quality results than common graphics software. However, as mentioned,
this single re -scaling method might
not be ideal for all graphics and offers
no manual control.

Figure 2. Scaling algorithm examples
Left: Section of original 1920x1080 image, zoomed in to 300 percent (top) and 1200 percent (bottom).
Middle: Same section downscaled to 50 percent using nearest neighbor interpolation, zoomed in to 600 percent (top) and
2400 percent (bottom).The hard edges are retained, but the edges now appear more
Right: Same section downscaled to 50 percent using bi-cubic interpolation, zoomed in to 600 percent (top) and 2400
percent (bottom).The result is much smoother, without the jagged look of the nearest neighbor algorithm, but the edges
are visibly softened.

often influenced by the constraints of
their internal pipelines. Both methods,
however, have downsides.
In the first case, the NLE (internally,
without user intervention) scales the
graphic down appropriately (with the
associated pixel aspect ratio change)
to match the smaller frame size of the
video content. On NLE systems that

In contrast, dedicated paint and
graphics software usually offer a

In short, while prescaling graphics
down to a lower pixel resolution than

wealth of such choices. Different scaling algorithms offer a variety of results
based on adjusting image characteristics, such as hard edges, smooth gradations and overall complexity. Algo-

the full HD raster does lower their
overall precision (and thus quality), if

an NLE is going to downscale the

maybe best for preserving hard edges,

graphics anyway, then depending on
your NLE's internal scaling methodologies, it may be advantageous to let
the operator do it while maintaining
control over the results.

but can also result in harsh, jagged looking images. Other image conver-

Scaling up the video

only viable method. Because scaling

sion methods such as bi-cubic interpolation offer smoother results and have

editing can resolve the frame size mis-

a graphic is not a computationally
intensive process, it can be handled

variation within their implementations, which may help preserve both

match is to expand the subsampled
compressed video back to full raster

quickly - likely without affecting the

smoothness and detail, but may result
in a visual "softening" of the image.
The advantage of prescaling from a
graphics application is that the opera-

for mixing with the full-size graphic.
This has the advantage of maintain-

tor gets to visually determine which
interpolation method will maintain

horsepower to scale the multiple

have internal processing limited to
the subsampled raster size - such as
systems that support only specific
compressed HD formats - this is the

NLE's real-time performance. The
question then becomes: Why not just
let the NLE do it?
The answer: control over quality. Let-

ting the operator control the down scaling of the graphic manually prior
to importing into NLE may give you
better control of the scaling quality.
Many NLEs offer few (if any) options

44

rithms, such as nearest neighbor or
simple pixel duplication/removal,

The second way that the nonlinear

ing the optimal quality. The downside is that it takes a lot more CPU

age filters that can reduce some of the

frames per second of HD video up to
full raster size than it would a graphic.
The net result is that the process can
have a negative impact on an NLE's

undesirable side effects of down -

real-time performance, especially

the highest quality. Furthermore,
graphics software often provide im-

broadcastengineering.com
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HD SERVER

MIS SERVER

MPEG BRANDING

ne,...111611113.11

High -Definition NEXIOTM Server Systems
Make the move onto integrated high-performance platforms running our flexible
software architectures.

HD NEXIIOre - server integrates the first software -based agile codec for

Winning Strategies
Master Your Move to HD with
Integrated Multi -dimensional
HD Servers and Shared Storage

high -definition video, allowing baseband high -definition record and playback, while
supporting up and down conversion of content for simulcast applications from the
same shared storage file system.

Digital Turnaround ProcessorTM, (DTP) - uses patented software for real-time
compressed video processing, enabling broadcasters to overlay motion graphics and
logos on pre -compressed h gh-definition and standard -definition streams.

MPEG-2 transport Stream (MTS) - server provides ASI input/output interfaces
with the ability to de -multiplex a multi -program transport stream (MPTS). Stores
individual programs and re -multiplexes any new MPTS created by seamlessly splicing

individual HD and SD clips, thereby bridging the gap in workflow between SD and
HD broadcasting.

Master Your Move to HD with NEXIO Server Systems

Canada

Winner of AIM Award 2005

USA East
USA West

Latin A.merim

+1
+1
+1
+1

(800)387 0233
(800)231 9673
(888) 843 7004
(305) 512 0045

e LEITCH
www.leitch.com

"Very few systems

integrators bring this
level of expertise to
the table

... Roscor is

a vital part of our
team, and is directly
responsible for the
success of our facility"
Bob Reed
Director of technical Operations,
Total Living Network

Leitch's VelocityHD supports both uncompressed and full -raster compressed

formats in real-time.

when the segment involves multiple
video layers, each of which must be
scaled up.

For example, on one NLE system,
superimposing a 1920x1080 graphical overlay over an otherwise real-time

segment of two layered video clips
captured from DVCPRO HD requires
rendering to get the video up -scaled
for full -quality output. In contrast, su-

perimposing a 1280x1080 graphical
overlay over the same segment can be
done in real-time.
Thus, prescaling the graphic down
to 1280x1080 can save considerable
time in the workflow process. This
means that if a graphic is used as an
overlay that runs the duration of an

When not to pre -scale
The above discussion outlines how
prescaling can minimize or eliminate
the problems associated with mixing

full -resolution graphics with HD
compressed video that has been sub sampled from the full HD raster. However, some NLE systems support compression formats that can handle the
full HD raster. These systems also fea-

ture full -raster internal processing,
and can easily combine full-size HD
graphics with video content in these
compressed formats without any internal re -scaling of video or graphics.

These systems maintain the same

IMPLEMENTATION & TESTING,

taken to prescale the graphic may save

TRAINING & SUPPORT RESULTS

having to render the entire project in
the NLE, which is a long process.

frame size (1920x1080 or 1280x720)
throughout the workflow.
Similarly, NLEs that support uncompressed HD editing will also handle
the full HD raster when using uncompressed media. Full-size HD graphics

Of course, prescaling the graphic

can be mixed with uncompressed

down to 1280x1080 imposes a quality penalty (relative to letting the NLE
process the graphic and up -scale the
video at 1920x1080), but at least the
usernow has the ability to make that
decision. In high -demand environments, such as near -to -air applications, the need for real-time productivity may outweigh any loss in image quality.

HD video clips without re -scaling.

ROSCOR ANALYSIS & DESIGN,

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
WWW.ROSCOR.COM/SI
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hour-long program, the short time
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Working with uncompressed HD
video creates other issues. For instance, many of the new affordable
HD editing systems offer better realtime layering and effects performance

with compressed media than with

uncompressed (if they support
uncompressed at all). And naturally,

working with uncompressed HD
MAY 2005

video requires far more storage and
higher bandwidth than when operating with the compressed domain.
The moral of the story is that it is
important to thoroughly understand

specifically designed for SD) separately

to this downconverted version. This

how an NLE internally processes both
graphics and video. This will help operators make the best decisions as to

process protects the HD version, while
maintaining the best possible graphics
quality and readability for the down converted SD distribution.
This isn't always possible, of course,
as graphics are often layered between

whether it's beneficial to prescale

other elements in the overall project.

Even so, keep in mind the potential
future downconversions that may occur when creating graphic elements,
and you can avoid many of the associated pitfalls.

BE

Mike Nann is the technical marketing
manager, Professional Post Production, for
Leitch Technology.

graphics before ingesting them into
the NLE.
If the NLE provides full -quality, real-

time performance on uncompressed
video or full -raster compressed formats, then prescaling may not be advantageous. If, however, you plan to
work in the compressed domain with
subsampled compression codecs (including native acquisition formats), it
may be beneficial in terms of quality
or performance to prescale first.

Protect your HD
With the enhanced pixel resolution
of HD, there is a natural inclination
to take advantage of it by using detailed and intricate graphics. However,
be careful because the extra detail can
end up working against you when the

finished HD project is distributed.
As explained above, if the NLE system will be working at less than full

raster, the graphics may be down scaled or subsampled, resulting in
lower horizontal resolution. It's also
important to remember that, for the
foreseeable future, a high percentage
of HD content will be downconverted
to SD for at least some of its distribu-

tion, which means a loss in both
vertical and horizontal resolution.
Detailed graphics that look exceptional when created at full -raster HD
resolution may lose considerable detail (making elements such as text all
but unreadable) when converted to SD
for playout.
Here are a couple of solutions. If all
of the graphics will effectively be used

The Unique
Azden 1000
Integrated
UHF

Receiver

Gold Mount 1000URX/AB

Whether you use the Anton -Bauer Goll Mount
or a V -Mount battery, there's an Azden 1000 that's
been designed to snap right onto your battery,
and to give you maximum performance with no
additional batteries needed in the receiver. Using
the latest production techniques and tie highest
quality components, we've made a bullet-proof
receiver which is ideal for broadcast cameras.

out the graphics in place. Then, add the

100OUDXNM

121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout
True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas
Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts
State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection

and superior diversity isolation High 5th order filters for improved S/N
ratio Multi -function LCD shows channel number and frequency, battery
info, AF level, and diversity operation Ultra small, lightweight, switchable,
Earphone -out w/level control

Note: Order cables
specifically for your camera
and battery configuration.

Bodypack transmitter (100081) with
reduced current -drain for improved battery
life, is available with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -44H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(1000X1) works with
dynamic mics.

as downstream keys in the NLE (super-

imposed over other video layers), it's
often best to first downconvert a version of the finished HD project with-

IDX "V" Mount

1AZDEN
P.O. Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010 (516) 328-7500 FAX: (516) 328-7506

E -Mail: azdenus@azdencorp.com Web site: www.azdencorp.com

graphical overlays (which have been
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The intensity of competition
in the New York City video
and audio post industries is
constantly growing, creating a need for

advanced approaches to the design,
construction and maintenance of post
facilities. Creative Group, a 10 -year old company with an equal focus on

both video and audio post, recently
completed an ambitious relocation in-

tended to place it in the forefront of
services for HD.

48

The plan
The initial causes for Creative
Group's move from its older, two floor, 11,000sq-ft home on Manhattan's East Side to a new, one -floor,
25,000sq-ft facility were twofold:
1) The company had run out of room
for expansion in the old location.
2) The company felt that it would en-

joy an increase in business traffic by
moving closer to Times Square.
The new facility was to be comprehensive by post standard, encompassing a variety of editing suties. In order to maximize the effectiveness of
having so many diverse but closely
working resources in-house, one of the

foremost design goals was improved

Creative Group's new facility has 20 rooms, which include two Sony HD
linear editing suites, six Sony component digital linear editing suites and six
Discreet flame/smoke nonlinear compositing/editing suites.

broadcastengineering.ccm
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connectivity through a
well -designed infrastructure. The company needed to

4;,0

C: be able to interconnect Win419F

dows -based, Mac -based (both OS
9 and OS X,) and SGI computers, pro-

viding all of them with conventional

during critical listening.
Benchmark Media Systems helped
address the issue of RF interference, a
strong possibility given the facility's
Times Square location. The solution

involved custom -designed audio

networking capabilities along the way.

patch bays from Audio Accessories,
featuring capacitive decoupled signal
shielding, shunting offending sources

Redesign

of interference to the ground. Mogami

Adequate storage is key to the success of the nonlinear suites. The three
ProTools suites work off of a Rorke

for archiving and utility functions.

redundancy for Internet traffic and
the VoIP phone system.
In addition to building an infrastruc-

were used: Sony SIC and Max Video.
Along the way, gear choices and workflow were closely interconnected. Creative Group's guiding workflow principle was to create a one -stop -shop for
their clients, where production, edit -

Consoles designed by Sterling Modular
have moveable wings to allow both the
mixer and client to sit in the sweet spot
during critical listening.

4TB SAN with a 40 -slot AIT backup.
Discreet logic platforms each have local 4TB RAIDs connected by gigabit
Ethernet and supported by a Discreet
Backdraft administrative workstation

Although the facility is wholy digital
in both HD and SD, analog signals can
be accommodated when necessary.
Five T1 lines supply connectivity and

outer system for HD and digital audio control routing expansion.
A single distributor, Sony, equipped
the facility. Two systems integrators

low -capacitance cable was used on all
critical analog pathways, such as mon-

ing, graphics, sound design and

itoring feeds, minimizing high -

file music/sound effects database

frequency roll -off on long wire runs,
some of which extend as far as 200ft.

could be done under one roof.

In the machine room, Creative

searches on the custom 500,000 -plus

At the heart of the design was the desire for an infrastructure in which sig-

ture that would be HD bandwidth capable, the company had to be sure
the facility would be fully functional

Group and Fiskaa Engineering were
determined to head off HVAC complications. Measures were taken to
ensure that all technical areas have

nals and materials could be moved
around with ease. The 1TB storage

for 1080i, 720p and 24p. The company

adequate cooling capacity as well as re-

installed an array of HD crossconverters, downconverters and

dundancy, using twin 15 -ton Liebert

ing ground where engineering staff,
operators and clients can transfer im-

server from Dynamic Network Factory
was central, creating a common shar-

age or audio files, After Effects,

upconverters in its suites that
supported all three standards,

Web postings, word documents, or any other type of

including Snell & Wilcox

data. The server acts as an effective intermediary between
Windows, Mac and SGI machines, which may otherwise

HD5050, Leitch Juno 3800
and Panasonic UFC1800.

Moving from what had
come to feel like a tight and

have had problems communicating properly.

cramped environment, the
new design included more
spacious rooms, benefiting

The HD buzz

both the clients and Creative

Group talent - the latter of
which the company places a

high priority on attracting

With it's newly remodeled facility, Creative Group
designed and edited the 2004 promotion campaign
for USA Network's "The 4400!'

and retaining. The linear edit suites are
368sq ft, and the audio suites measure
a spacious 675sq ft. The audio rooms'

VO booths feature floating concrete

units. A star grounding system was
installed, which connects directly to
cold water pipes in the basement.
With a fast-growing roster of play-

HD had been only a small
portion of Creative Group's

total business until it per-

formed the post for the
theatrical release, "Bowling for Columbine," by director Michael Moore.
At that point, HD projects picked up

slab construction with acoustically isolated walls and ceilings. Consoles de-

back devices, including dedicated

considerably, giving the facility significant experience to draw off of. Besides

Digibeta and other available VTRs, the

being invaluable when specifying

signed by Sterling Modular have
moveable wings to allow both the

design team left plenty of capability,
in terms of physical space, in router
frames and surrounding racks to the

equipment for the HD linear editing
suites in the new facility, this experience also helped guide the physical

mixer and client to sit in the sweet spot

50
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your show matters
KC ET Los Angeles

KLRU Austin
KQED San Francisco

MPTV Milwaukee
NETC Lincoln
WEDU Tampa
VVIPR San Juan

WMHT Schenectady

We test drove multiple digital audio consoles
but the Euphonix Max Air console outperformed

them all in regard to intuitiveness and value.
It is truly a great console - easy to use and
very well priced for the quality.
Lee Young - Director of Engineering, KQED

PBS is among the many TV stations and groups that have selected

The System 5 and Max Air models can be tailored to exactly meet

Euphonix to meet their broadcast audio needs. Euphonix is totally

your current and future production needs with a simple upgrade

committed to providing the most effective and reliable audio

path and comprehensive features including surround, full integration

mixing solutions for on -air and live -to -tape applications. We will

with your 'acility router, automation connectiviity to external GPIs,

do whatever it takes to get you on -air and keep you on -air with

and a modular I/O system. Most importantly, the consoles are easy

support, training, and technical expertise that is second to none.

to learn and operate in a fast paced on -air environment.

Be Sure
euphoni x.com
©2005 Euphonix, Inc, All rights reserved 220 Portage Averue Palo Alto, CA 94306 Phone, (650) 855-0400 Fax- (650) 855-0410
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and networking design
\ce of the
HD rooms them-

Equipment

CJaS

selves and eased the incorporation of HD capability into the

Discreet suites, which feature six

using a Sony DVS7000 switcher with

two channels of DME, a Sony 9100
editor and Genelec stereo monitoring.

One of the more notable aspects of
the equipment list lay in the three au-

flame and smoke Tezro-based systems
that are SD/HD-capable.

dio suites, which are identically

To handle the increasingly diverse
demands of HD, one of the two HD
linear suites is equipped with a Sony
MVS8000 switcher with eight channels of DME, while the other utilizes
a Sony HDVS7000 switcher with two

surround. Taking into account the

channels of DME. Both engage a Sony
9100 editor, with Snell & Wilcox and

Leitch converters and a Panasonic
UFC1800 format translator. High quality sound was a priority in these
suites, so Genelec 5.1 surround monitoring and Dolby DP -572 decoders
were installed.
To assure consistency and maximum
flexibility for booking time, all five SD
linear suites are identically equipped,

equipped and fully functional for 5.1

company's original focus on video, it
put a strong emphasis on the resources
dedicated to the audio section with the
thinking that a powerful offering there
would spark a commensurate increase
in HD business.
Each suite runs Pro Tools HD, with
48 channels of I/O. Critical listening
comes via an array of six Meyer HD1
monitors with high -quality mic pre amps, including Manley VoxBox and
Millennia STT-1. Mix -to -picture takes

place while viewing an NEC 61in
plasma display. In addition, an array

of Dolby solutions are employed.

Adobe After Effects, Photoshop
AJA I/O
Autodesk 3dsmax, flint, smoke
Avid Symphony, Adrenaline
Chyron Duet, MAX CGs
D&K MSD600M digital metering
Genelec 5.1 monitors
Graham -Patten DESAM 8000
console
Leitch Juno 3800 converter
Meyers HD1 monitors
Panasonic
VTRs

UFC 1800 upconvertor
Rorke 4 TB SAN
Sony
MVS8000 switcher
HDVS7000 switcher
DVS7000 switcher
HDW-F500 HDCam
DigiBeta, DVCAM, IMX VTRs
Tascam DA88, DA98
Z -Systems 32x32 router

AJD, D/A and distribution is by Bench -

MiegaPikelifFle oltitkihj

Competitor's best resolution

Our new triple rackmount V-R653P-HDSDI has 1.2 TFT-Megapixel
High Definition displays. Representing the leading edge of imaging
technology, each screen will accept ALL Digital HD or SD formats, including 1080-24P, 1080-50/60i and 720-50/60P

Marshall
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LCDRacks.corn
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Creative Group
Joseph Avallone, president
Charlie Suydam, chief engineer
Joe Castellano, pErtner/editor
Troy Krueger, senicr sound designer
Fiskaa Engineering
Thomas Fiskaa, ccnsultant
Max Video
John Durbeck, consultant
Rafferty Bros.
Donnelly Mechanical
Sony SIC
Eddie Son Ly, consultant
Howard Dixon, consultant
Andy Knierian, consultant
A Squared

Andrew Thompson, architect
Sterling Sound
Jim Maher, acoustic consultant

company accomplished this by using
a combination of systems integrators
instead of just one, which allowed it
to maintain an aggressive schedule of

move, the technical glitches were
minimal. Most notable among them
included the fact that once the Sony
HDS-X3700 and Klotz Vadis routers

moving all of the rooms over the

had been installed and connected,
Creative Group found itself chal-

course of 10 weeks.
As the company continues to expand
its new facility, especially in terms of
HD capability, the staff considers the

lenged by initial technical difficulties,
including unexpected audio clicks, as
well as control routing problems. Extensive troubleshooting revealed that

move to be successful. Demand for

choice. By using a digital audio reference signal word clock, as opposed to
a video reference, the team was able

HD services is healthy, and the audio
suites are heavily booked not only for
promo work, which is the mainstay of
its business, but also for DVD mixing

to solve what was otherwise an ex-

and production. Most important to

tremely confusing situation.
Above and beyond any difficulties
that came with implementation of the
technical plant at the new facility, the

the company leaders is the feeling that

group encountered an even larger

wide variety of formats.

the cause was inappropriate clock

they have created an inviting atmosphere for some of the industry's top
talent to do high -quality work in a
BE

challenge on a logistical level - keep-

mark, combining with a Z -Systems

ing the old facility running while

32x32 router to move all audio signals.

building and transferring personnel

In light of the size and scope of the

and equipment to the new facility. The

David Weiss is a New York City -based

journalist and technology writer. He is the
New York Metro editor for Mix Magazine.
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Utah Scientific gives you all three at no charge.
When you are choosing a routing or master control
system, remember to consider the cost of support.
Only Utah offers these first-class support services
to all customers at no additional charge.
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New Direct ons in Digital Switching

www.utahscientific.com
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Measurements
for DTV
BY DON MARKLEY

Like it or not, DTV is not only

With essentially everyone

Reflected signals at or very near the
visual carrier will result in a good oldfashioned ghost in the received signal.

operating a DTV facility at some level,

This is probably the most objection-

it's now possible to get a good idea of
how successfully the new medium is
performing. We aren't talking about a
good controlled test environment, but
some general observations, primarily
the result of a lot of antenna measurements and the subsequent comments.

able result of high VSWR as far as the
viewer is concerned, which brings up
another point that engineers are likely

coming, it has fully arrived.

DTV

basics

The VSWR considerations on DTV
antennas aren't much different than
the requirements that have been standard for NTSC systems for years. For
NTSC, the basic goals have been an

to forget. The purpose of all the tuning isn't just to make ideal meter readings in the transmitter building. The
goal is the best possible signal quality

problems occur around the three
more critical frequencies.
For DTV, there really isn't any small

ghost -free to the fullest extent practical. Luckily, that goes along with the

nificant information is carried. The

good meter readings - usually.
With regard to VSWR at color and
aural frequencies, the result is distortion. That distortion shows up in the

the 6MHz. band. Emphasis was always
placed on the visual carrier, aural car-

creased cross talk and decreased separation in stereo systems. At color frequencies, the result varies but can re-

increased harmonic distortion, in-

signal and where the most effect would

sult in "smearing" of color information. It's the old "the blue of the eyes
isn't supposed to appear on the lips"

be observed in the received signal.

syndrome. The entire thing gets worse

of energy existed in the transmitted

transmitted signal. However, the worst

part of the channel where the power
is significantly greater than the re-

audio as degraded frequency response,

those were where the greater amounts

the greater the degradation of the

for the viewers - distortion- and

antenna VSWR around 1.05 with a
system VSWR of under 1.0:1 across

rier and color frequencies because

when it is realized that the television
transmitter really wants to see 50 +
jOSZ across the television channel. As
a general rule, the more the channel
impedance varies from that amount,

mainder of the channel and where sig-

information is essentially spread
across the entire channel and not significantly susceptible to minor amplitude variations. Reflected signals show
up at the receiver essentially the same
as multipath signals would appear, that
is, the same signal, reduced in ampli-

tude, arriving slightly later in time.
The current generation of DTV receivers will cope with multipath signals that are as large in amplitude as
the direct path desired signal. Therefore, the total system can cope with
minor reflections, even though larger
amounts of VSWR may distort the sig-

Percenta e of American on -demand usa!e

nals so badly that the bit error rate

One in ten Americans are heavy on -demand media consumers

(BER) is increased.

Medium
24%

For DTV, the initial goals were to

keep the antenna down to around
1.05:1 and the entire system under

Heavy
11%

1.1:1 across the channel. However,
None

there is a significant amount of

17%

thought that DTV systems will perform quite adequately as long as the
average value of VSWR is well below
1.1:1. In other words, some excursions
slightly above 1.1:1 might be accept-

Very light

27%

21%

SOURCE: Arbitron/Edison media research
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able if the majority of the response

Light
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www.arbitron.com/
www.edisonresearch.com

across the channel is lower. As there is
no critical frequency in the ATV sig-

nal, what were previously thought to
be undesirable variations may not be
as bad as originally feared.
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our team +
world ide experience

PROVEN ECHNOLOGY

DIGITAL TX UP TO 10kW DTV
Suitable for analog transmission (20 kW p.s.)

Configurable for Dual Cast transmission
(digital or analog by automatic switch)

10t
LDMOS Technology

Broadband standardized design
N*.

Fully redundant, hot swappable PAs

Iran mi sion & Di tribution

C

Testing problems
More work needs to be
done in this area involving

CC

real stations and on -air signals, not just simulations in

Detector

dBm Ref level: -40 dBm

RBW: 100kHz

: RMS

Trigger mode : Free run
Trace
: Clear/white

Ref offset: 0.0dBm
-40

VBW: 30kHz
SVVT:

meet the above criteria that is, the antenna at or

1s

-50

below 1.05 and the system
at or below 1.1. This seems

60

to result in good perfor-

the lab. There are a few probw
F-

2

lems involved in such testing. First, it requires taking
a station off the air, detuning
the antenna and taking measurements over a clean path

- preferably short. Second,

2

it is necessary to schedule the

necessary engineers, riggers
V)

0
U)

>fn
-

and equipment to do the
tests. A third issue is getting

someone to either pay the
bills for all those people or
getting them to simply ab-

mance by the DTV transmitting system.

-80
-90

DTV diplexing

-100

One desire of a lot of sta-

-110

tions has been to diplex

-120

their DTV signal onto the

same antenna as their

-130
-140

Analyzer

Start frequence : 433MHz

Stop frequency : 513MHz

Channel

Span

UHF 4/5 Ch: 19

: 20MHz

Figure 1. Spectrum analyzer display of adjacentTV chan-

nels, DTV channel 19 (center) and NTSC channel 20
(right). Note NTSC signal's visual, chroma and aural carrier components. Image courtesy the Freberg Engineer-

NTSC signal when they are
either first adjacent or they
are only separated by a few

channels. The separation
by several channels is sim-

plest to deal with. Unless
sorb their costs in the inter- ing Company. A copy of John D. Freberg's NABO5 paper is the antenna was specifiest of gaining knowledge.
available for purchase from the NAB publication office.
cally designed for broadSo far, it has been difficult
band operation, it won't
to meet all those problems at the same such research is completed and evalu- work. Most NTSC UHF antennas are
time, but it is being worked on. Until ated, the wise course is to attempt to designed and tuned for a specific

Master Control

Intelligent Master Control
World leader in scalable multi -channel playout
QMC scales from a single channel
to over 60, with the flexibility to
meet your needs using a unique
selection of HD and SD channels,
control panels and upstream routers

QMC-2
HD or SD operation from a common hardware platform
Handles dual stream Dolby E for 16 channel audio
Dual logo stores and up to three external keyers
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CALREC BROADCAST SYSTEMS

!1171117^
S Y S T E M PLUS
THE EVOLUTION OF BROADCAST
AUDIO PRODUCTION

The System Plus platform represents
a new milestone in facilities which are
now available across the Alpha, Sigma
and Zeta range.
Zeta System Plus offers broadcasters
a wealth of upgraded specifications
including a fully adaptable and flexible
coloJrTFT metering system that
enables user defned metering schemes
for individual programmes. Also new

is the provision br SNMP reporting to
an external network for sophisticated
status reporting.

MI Up to 48 channel/group faders

Up to 108 egavalent mono channels
MI Automatic redundancy on PSUs, DSP and
control processors
All cards and Danes are hot-swappable

Comprehensi-Je colourTFT metering with
full configurablity
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2 man stereo or 5.1 surround outputs
Smultaneous LCRS, stereo and mono
cutouts availabe fium each 5.1 man output

Console operates independently of PC

II Console and acks boot from power
on in less than 20 seconds

Full control system reset in less than 15
conds with no loss of audio

COMPATIB_E WITI-H:=1.77.71"'NETWORKING

South and Mid West States:
North East States and Canada:
Western States:

Tel: (615) 871 0094
Tel: (212) 586 7376
Tel: (818) 841 3000

Email: ericj§redwoodweb.com
Email: dsimon@studioconsultants.com
Email: jschaller@audiospec.com

Contact: Calrec Audio Ltd, Nutclough Mill, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, HX7 8EZ, UK
Web: www.calrec.com
Tel: 01144 1422 842159
Email: enquiries@calrec.com

CALREC
Find out why the world's biggest
br3adcasters trust Calrec with
th sir most crucial creative
decisions at www.calrec.com
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channel. All the initial tuning work is

ing section at the antenna to achieve

done to optimize the antenna over
6MHz with the understanding that

satisfactory operation. Such operation
may even be possible in systems with
round, truncated or rectangular wave -

careful measurement, adjustment and
coordination with the manufacturer.
This article has primarily been concerned with the effects of VSWR on

guides. The transitions to and from

analog and DTV signals. The measure-

waveguide will often have to be redesigned to allow additional tuning, but
such hardware is far cheaper than having to replace the entire antenna.
In any case, the only reasonable way
to attempt such diplexing is to obtain
the existing VSWR data on the desired

ment of the transmitter output regarding distortion, BER and other

channel and then go directly to the
manufacturer. Other problems may

Transmission Measurements" by John
D. Freberg is an easy read with a lot of

exist that rule out any combining signals. For example, if the transmitting

antenna is directional, what will the

valuable information. The paper can
be found in the "Conference Proceedings," which are available from the

pattern look like on the new fre-

NAB store.

everything outside of that bandwidth
may go to the bad place as far as the
designers are concerned. As NTSC signals on adjacent channels were not allowed, no one really cared about out of -channel impedance values.

If one is lucky, and the antenna isn't
too old, diplexing on n±1 may be possible. Antenna designs in later years

have tended to have a little better
Cl)

O

I-

bandwidth that extended outside the
channel a bit. To determine if this is
the case, a network analyzer can be
used to evaluate the input impedance
of the antenna on the additional channel. This is done by looking at the antenna in the time domain mode over
the additional desired channel. If the
VSWR at the antenna is fairly low, it
may be possible to add a fine match-

quency? However, it has been shown
that diplexing on single channel antennas can often be done by accepting some slight increase in VSWR on
the DTV channel. Again, it required

variables is a much broader category.
Readers are advised to review the excellent articles that were presented in
that area at the recent NAB conference.

In particular, "Understanding DTV

BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.
SE hLI

Send questions and comments to:

don_marldey@mimediabusiness.com
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Where do you want to go?
Avenue will take you from

SD to HD.
Analog to Digital.
AES to Embedded.
And more...

Signal

Integration
System

Avenue module; include
video and audio converters,

gE188881",

Ism

Oh, and the control system rocks.
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up/downconverters,
frame syncs an J SPG's.

DESIGNS
Tel +1 530.478.1830 Fax +1 530.478.1832
www.ensembledesigns.com
info@ensembledesigns.com
PO Box 993
Grass Valley CA 95945
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Revolutionary Wireless
CellCom digital wireless intercom. Truly new, truly
revolutionary. The first stand-alone wireless to
offer small group and person -to -person
conversations among beltpacks.

Complete programmability with up to six
communications routes per beltpack
The ability to remote and customize coverage
areas, and connect with two wired party -line
and four digital matrix channels
Ten beltpacks per base - all license -free, above
the UHF television bands and with no need for
frequency coordination.

Cell Corn . Join the revolution.
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DIGITAL VIDEO ROUT

RCIRING SWITCHERS
B

outing switchers are a key
element of modern video
facilities of all types and
sizes. From single buss switchers to
behemoths as large as 2048x1024 capable of switching one to many levels,

these routers represent critical elements without which few facilities
could operate. They provide many
approaches to workflow and technical design, simplifying what would
otherwise be far more complicated,
and in some cases impossible. Thus, it
is appropriate that we review the state
of the art periodically.

Signal types

OHN U

can fit in many routing switchers. To-

gether these standards, along with
composite analog 525 and 625 NTSC

and PAL, represent the majority of
digital signals that end up being created or passed in a modern plant.
There are many other types of signals, most of which can be properly
routed with today's multirate switchers. Even so, it is important to know

exactly what types of signals your
router will encounter so bandwidth
requirements, connectors, format and

signal conversion, and analog and
digital factors can all be carefully considered before making a selection.

Analog routing switcher technology
dates back at least four decades, and
serial digital routing has been available since shortly after SMPTE and
EBU published the specifications for

The audio bugaboo

the SDI interface known generically as
SMPTE 259M. SMPTE 259M defines

ture." Rather, audio is often equally as

a copper interface on coax and includes specifications for levels, jitter,
connector type (751/ BNC) and other
important data for equipment manufacturers. HDTV signals with a data
rate of 1.485Gb/s are similarly defined
in SMPTE 292M.
Another important signal to note are
MPEG compressed signals, which are
often carried over a DVB-ASI infra-

structure at 270Mb/s. With a shorthand nomenclature of ASI, it has the
same bit rate as SMPTE 259M, but is
coded as NRZ, as opposed to SMPTE
259M, which is NRZ-inverted (NRZI).
What is important is that NRZ signals

are polarity sensitive. Most common
digital hardware can pass ASI today,
but caution is always wise when making that assumption.
SMPTE 310M defines a lower bit rate

(19.3Mb/s or 38.6Mb/s) explicitly for
carrying ATSC bit streams, which also

With today's programming video,
audio is no longer a second-rate signal, or as video engineers used to say,
"The noise that accompanies the picimportant as the image. Audio routing can be handled by embedding it
in the SDI signal (up to 16 tracks in
an HDTV signal) or by carrying it as
a discrete signal. Both analog 60011 au-

dio and AES-EBU digital audio are
common, with AES over coax as an
unbalanced IV signal or on 11011
twisted pair interface when desired.
The ability to route signals like these
obviously requires sophistication and
care to insure the integrity of the signal. All signals should be switched syn-

chronously if possible. So long as all
signals are locked together, that is im-

minently doable. Video signals are
switched on line 10, but AES signals
must be sample aligned to make noiseless switching possible. Techniques,
sometimes called soft switch for AES,
are often employed, which perform a
brief cross fade to avoid instantaneous

impulse distortion in the reconstructed analog audio.

broadcastengineering.com
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ROUTING SWITCHERS

switching content
New video solutions

However, with today's increasingly

complex audio mixes, simple XY

Similar to the above audio

switches may not be sufficient. This
has lead some audio routing equipment manufacturers to develop time

router designs, several manu-

domain multiplexing technology.

signals in their video routers.

These routers offer interesting possibilities, including the ability to pull an
AES pair apart and treat them as discrete mono signals, which can later be
recombined or even mixed within the
router. This is a powerful feature for
several reasons, but when combined
with an input circuit that allows for
analog inputs, the implication is huge.
Such routers, available from Grass

In general, these SD video

facturers offer internal conversion of analog and digital

conversions are acceptable for
monitoring needs. However, it

is best to evaluate performance of these circuits to be
sure that the quality of the internal conversion meets your

monitoring needs. Some
products may use less sophis-

ticated conversion for both

Valley, Leitch, NVISION, Pro -Bel and
others, effectively allow a facility with

space and cost reasons. If

both analog and digital audio interfaces to act as if it were all operating

needed, it may still be best to

on one interconnection standard.
Legacy hardware needn't use converters, multiple levels of routing, tie lines
or other approaches. This can be quite

effective as facilities transition from
legacy analog to digital systems.
Embedded audio offers another way
to simplify a routing structure. Large

facilities, where audio and video are
treated as a single program element,

Embedded audio offers

another way to simplify
a routing structure,
can simplify from multiple levels.
There is, of course, a down side: The
cost of embedding and de -embedding
hardware necessary for some sources
and destinations can offset part of the
gain in cost efficiency a single level

digital video router might offer. In
addition, it is important to look at the
total cross point count needed for each
signal type. If only a handful of audio
sources are needed with analog I/O, it
might be best to embed. However, if a
large amount of conversion hardware
will be needed, it may well be cheaper
to just buy a second level for the router.

It's important that a thoughtful analysis be undertaken before making any
decisions here.
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high -quality conversion is
use external high -quality converters. Even so, this approach
can have significant impact on

like this one from Pro -Bel, offer the
monitoring, permitting the Routers,
ability to handle analog and digital audio as
use of lower -cost monitors one interconnected standard.
with analog inputs to view
digital signals in a mixed format tion for this industry. However, at this

router.
Large systems made up of multiple

frames usually require input distri-

bution amplifiers. Though not
unique, Grass Valley offers passive
splitters and combiners with internal
circuits that can recover the gain lost
in the splitters. This is cost-effective
and can be done as part of any installation by purchasing wide bandwidth RF components readily available from more than one manufac-

time, the cost of photonic routing may
be too high for wide scale deployment.

At least two manufacturers are exploring adding compressed outputs to

routing switchers, with IT Ethernet
connections for trunking lightly compressed signals between islands. It is
not clear how ubiquitous such a strat-

egy might become, but it is worth
keeping an eye on.

Reliability

turer. Consider that this approach

Today's routers must be sophisti-

may be more reliable because fewer
active components are needed.

cated and highly reliable, resulting in
strategies for improving reliability that
take into account real world needs and
MTBF for individual components.
Today's large routers are often built

Optical and compressed
signals
In a similar vein, some manufactur-

on crosspoint architectures that use

ers have added optical I/O to their

chip sets as large as 256x256 in a single
module. The impact of a complete fail-

products. Optical interfaces allow for
the use of much longer cables, espe-

ure of such a module could be devas-

cially for HD signals. For example, you

tating. With so many circuits out of

could feed a remote secondary router
in a system of managed tie lines without the need for external electrical -

service at once, an entire facility could
be rendered inoperative. Fortunately,

optical conversion hardware. In the
future, we will likely see photonic rout-

ing, i.e., optical only, as a serious op -

broadcastengineering.com

the more likely failure modes would
result in a much smaller impact.
However, when evaluating routers,
consider the impact of a single board
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ADDED mobility with the new

eSitri
Mabirlr,M=i12ir

PESA understands mobile video production. This is proven by our commitment to offer one of
the most flexible routing switchers in the world. The Cheetah SD/HD multi -rate digital routing
switcher is the perfect solution for mobile truck applications. When size matters, the Cheetah
is your answer. When flexibility is a concern, the Cheetah flexes. Features include an optional
10 -bit D to A output card capable of supporting legacy analog equipment and our new HD
to SDI output conversion card providing the greatest cost and space -saving solution ever.

When the road to success depends on the right equipment, Cheetah is your next right turn.

35 Pinelawn Road Suite 99E Melville, NY 11747 USA Tel: +1(631) 845-5020

(800) 328.1008

Fax: +1(631) 845-5023

For More Information On These and Other Products Visit WWW,PESACCM

ANALOG AND SD/HD DIGITAL VIDEO

SIZES FROM 64K64 UP TO 512x512
NEW ADVANCED 3500PR0 CONTROL
OPTIONAL 10 -BIT D TO A OUTPUT CARD

OPTIONAL HD TO SDI CONVERSION OUTPUT CARD

PESA
S witching
S ystems

ROUTING SWITCHERS

switching content
failure. For instance, the impact would
affect only eight sources if inputs are

strophic impact.
Main and backup feeds should not

tomatically switch between inputs.

grouped eight to a card. If the input

go through the same electronics.

card supports 64 signals, a single

NVISION, Utah Scientific and others
offer hot spare modules, which can replace cross points and in some cases

that even though the total number of
circuits within a router may increase,
by virtue of redundant electronics and
monitoring circuits, the multiplicative

inputs. With both the main and

effects of MTBF results in a system no

backup feeds continuously monitored,
such systems can detect failure and au-

more likely to experience signal failures than traditional designs.

board failure could affect 64 sources,

representing a much larger impact.
Careful assignments of inputs to distribute the risk across multiple boards
and systems can help prevent a cata-

Fortunately, an argument can be made

Router control

WE CAN TAKE YOU TO THE FUTURE - TODAY

Despite all the fancy monitoring
and signal processing that routers
may offer, operators see only a control panel. A decade ago most control systems connected using propri-

0

ROUTING

4:2:2 DIGITAL
SIGNALS
ITU-R BT601 defines the picture cod-

ing standard, using the shorthand
notation of 4:2:2. This represents the
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method used to sample the plain
before being coded for transmission
ver SMPTE 259M. The intent of the
orthand is to describe the relative
ampling rates for the Y, CRand CB

000010;

subcarrier (actually 13.5MHz), and

the color difference channels
sampled at half that of the luminance
(6.75MHz).

Readers are cautioned that 4:2:2 is
also a nomenclature used in MPEG

Multi -channel playout

standards to denote a completely
different concept related to the relative coding of V, C in the horizontal
direction, and C in the vertical dire::
tion. The net result is a data rate
270Mb/s for either 525 or 625 pic
tures, an important fact for much Df
our technology today. SMPTE 292

Scalable and flexible achitecture
Real-time, frame precise control

Complex event support with MediaBall
technology

efines a similar NRZI bit stream with

MXF ccmpliant

imilar 4:2:2 coding based on a
ample rate of 74.25MHz. SMPTE 292
Rooting

Master Control Sip&

pi.,

ww.pro-bel.com
UK +44 (0)
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Iso defines an optical interface. -he
picture coding standards for HDTV
are 296M for 720 line systems and
SMPTE 274M for 1920x11

.1
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Finally, today's routers often use
SNMP and proprietary schemes to

management software packages, engi-

communications over coax or
multipin cable using low bit -rate

become self -monitoring. A router can

asynchronous communications. To-

provide remote monitoring of its in-

day, many routers rely on TCP/IP
communications, facilitating interconnections using ubiquitous IT -

ternal health and status, including

complement of control, monitoring
and logging features to keep tabs on
what is really the backbone of most

based network structures.
Whether on a common switch fabric with other services, a segregated
VLAN or a separate IP network reserved for routing control and status,
this approach leverages inexpensive
and robust bandwidth that can be extended easily across wide area networks as needed. This can add power

porting all this and more back to a

etary, or at least broadcast -specific,

and flexibility to a facility's workflow.

In fact, new and enriching complexity becomes available because of the
expanded bandwidth that is available
to control new router functions.

temperature, power supply voltages,
fan speeds and module failures, recentralized control point. With system

neers can be provided with a full

broadcast and recording facilities.

BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development at AZCAR.

Over

1,000,000,000 seconds
of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision

The LDS Church Conference Center in
Salt Lake City uses two interconnect-

ed NVISION 8256 -Plus 256x256 expandable video routers.

Using IT technology facilitates

Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.
Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

3 -Year Warranty

graphical user interfaces and software

panels that can reside on generalpurpose computers. Although some
manufacturers still use proprietary
control busses for reasons that should
not be ignored, be sure to explore the
full range of options TCP/IP technol-

ogy can provide. Compare the

142 Sierra Street El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

strengths and weaknesses carefully
based on your particular application.
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DATA STORAGE'S GROWTH
in broadcast engineering
BY Ron Quartararo
The IT world is rapidly chang-

ing the landscape of broad-

casting. The fundamental
change began with the ability to convert analog video into a well organized digital package of bits and

rates and storage.
Video post production was revolutionized in the late 1980s with the in-

Betacam, etc), only recently have video

troduction of nonlinear editing - the
ability to manipulate video content
digitally with the kinds of tools that
had previously changed the face of
word processing and document publishing. Then, in the 1990s came the

packages become storable, manage-

introduction of broadcast video

able, and transferable files. This translates into much greater efficiency, both

servers - high-performance, highly

in the speeds at which video can be
moved and the ways in which it can
be manipulated.

VTRs. Both systems used digitally
compressed video along with their

bytes. Though digital formats have
existed for years (D1, D2, D3, Digital

The basic difference between data in

the broadcast world and data in the

reliable computers taking the place of

own proprietary file systems, storage
systems and video formats. While they
increased productivity exponentially

traditional IT world is that this data is

a broadcast engineer's lifeline. It is
their product. It's the news packages,
spots, promotions and programming,
all of which depend on modern technology to deliver business value. If an

Only recently have
video packages become
storable as files.

e-mail server becomes disabled, a
company and its employees are inconvenienced. If a video server becomes

disabled, things could get very ugly,

within their operation, rarely did they
communicate with one another. The

very fast!

problem became interoperability:

Another basic distinction between
video and data is the enormous size

what to do with the data once the pro-

of video files. An uncompressed twohour SD file could easily chew up sev-

Typically, the content was played back
out to videotape where it sat on a shelf

eral hundred gigabytes of storage.
Storing files in uncompressed form

would need to be re -ingested or re -

requires massive storage capacity and
creates significant challenges when it
comes to transporting the content.

prietary storage devices were full.

until needed. This meant the tape

encoded back into the broadcast
server if it was to be aired again or sent
back to the NLE system if it needed to

be edited or re -purposed.

The digital age begins
Before digital compression, video
could only be transferred in real time.

And while video could be routed
around a facility digitally using serial
digital interface, a one -hour program

would still take an hour to transfer.
Along came digital compression, and
with it, greater efficiencies in transfer
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Managing digital
The issue then became, how does a
broadcaster manage the growing storage needs of the new IT -based con-

tent it is accumulating? The answer
came from traditional IT storage vendors, who pioneered the introduction
of large robotically automated, tape -

broadcastengineering.com
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based libraries capable of holding

greater impact as more broadcasters

thousands of hours of content.
In 1986, one of these libraries could
hold 120 terabytes via 6000 tape cartridge slots. Today, an automated tape

move to HD environments where

library can hold 2.6 petabytes via 6500

slots, with throughput over 500Mb/s,

enabling the storage of more than
100,000 hours of video at a hefty

storage and bandwidth requirements
typically increase by a factor of six.

Bearing archive
management

tems so that they could take com-

The process of taking an IT storage

device and plugging it into a video

The process of taking an IT storage device and
plugging it into a video server, however, was

fraught with challenges.
50Mb/s in a single library.
Additionally, files can now be transferred at speeds of up to 10x real time.
New tape drive technology will continue to push the envelope for density

and throughput. This will have a

tion was borne from a niche group of
software vendors who developed middleware known as archive managers.
Archive managers solved this problem in several ways. First, they integrated with broadcast automation sys-

server, however, was fraught with chal-

lenges, including proprietary file systems, the need to communicate with

automation systems and the need to
transfer content from library to server
and back again on demand. The solu-

mands from those systems when a request for content was made. As play/
programming lists were created, automation systems made commands as

content was deleted and online disk
storage space became available. In ad-

dition, as new content was ingested
into a video server, the automation
system would be programmed to send
a duplicate copy to the archive for future reference. This insured that aired
content could simply be deleted with
the master residing in the tape archive.
As archive systems developed, intermediate disk buffers would be added
between the broadcast servers or NLE

IN.
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Kino Flo 's

telegenic

ParaBeam 400 studio fixture
delivers 3,000 Watts worth of
tungsten soft light on 2 Amps-without the heat and without compromising your picture's color quality! The
ParaBeam's cool brilliance owes to

a special parabolic reflector that practiccillyiwns
light waves into projectiles.
As for image quality, the fixture uses Kino F
designed True Match lamps that display pro
sional tungsten and daylight balanced illuminati
(CRI 95). A center mount lets you rotate betwee
horizontal and vertical beam. Slide in your choice

of focusing louvers to spot the beam down to a
90', 63" or 45° pool of light.
DMX, analog and manual controls can din- the light to black.
Like all Kino Flos, the ParaBeam
is flicker free and dead quiet.
If you think the ParaBeam

looks good on paper, wait 'til
you see how it looks on video.

niugBeam
2840 North Hollywood Way Burbank CA 91505

818 767 6528 voice

818 767 7517 fax

www.kinoflo.com
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American aid International Standard
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Fiber -Optic technology

Superior shielding
Waterproof rugged design

Fast and easy cable t2rmiration
15-30 minutes from start :o finish

True field install-abi ity

Ideal for multiplex signal transmission
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1 Precision self-locking connector for
low contact resistance and long life

simplicity and convenience
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Figure 1. Digital content archive architectural overview

systems and the tape libraries. The
purpose was to facilitate hierarchical
storage management, now known as

content lifecycle management. Content lifecycle management works by
storing content needed for play out

within X number of days on the server.

Content frequently re -aired is stored
on intermediate, less expensive disk.

Connected with NVISION
Stop by our booth at NAB and check out our complete range of
routers, master control switchers, and terminal equipment.
New products for 2005 include:
> NEW -- Synapse Modular Media System
More than 100 modules provide an unprecendented level of multi -function signal processing.

> NEW -- NV7512 Expandable Digital Audio Router
512x512 in only 14RU, linearly expandable to 2048x2048. Handles AES, MADI, and analog I/O.

> NEW -- NV5256 Machine Control Router
256 bi-directional ports in only 8RU, expandable to 512
ports in only 16RU

> NEW -- NV5128-MC Master Control Switcher
Enhancements
SD/HD capable processor with enhanced squeezeback
effects, and more..

Visit our new web address: www.nvision.tv

in Digital Audio, Pioneers in HDTV
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Digital Video broadcasting doesn't get any better than this

THALES

Digital Video
Broadcasting Solutions
Whether it's Encoding,
PSIP, FTV (ACAP),

Multiplexing,
Content Distr bution,
Bouquet Creation,

Data Broadcasting,
Redundancy,

Contribution Security,

or Test & Measurement
solutions - Thales can
do it all. Thales has the
scaleable and flexible
solutions that today's
broadcasters need and
can rely on in the future.
Digital Video broadcasting
doesn't get any better
than this.

INI/1

www.thales-bm.corn

And all remaining content is housed
in the tape library representing the
ultimate content repository.
Extending this model even further,
archive managers can now manage a
remote disaster recovery (DR) site

of content and transfer it into and out

of storage libraries has enabled the
move toward a tapeless environment.
Because digital tape libraries and disk
subsystems are agnostic in terms of the
video formats supported, multiple for -

The ability to store massive amounts of
content and transfer it into and out of storage
libraries has enabled the move toward
a tapeless environment

nomic and faster data tape. Today, an
LTO3 tape can hold approximately 30
hours of DV 25 video at an estimated

street cost of about $5 per how, or
roughly 70 hours of MPEG-2 10Mb/s
at a cost of about $2 per hour. In addition, while there are certainly significant cost savings in media, there are
also clear savings in terms of the over-

all hardware footprint. Imagine how
much floor space a 200,000 -hour DV
25 news library would take up versus
a 60sq-ft data tape library.

There are also clear productivity
gains to be realized, such as no longer

where a second tape library sits with a
duplicate set of all video files. If an ac-

cident were to occur in the primary
location, the archive manager can pull
content from the DR library and move
it across a WAN to the primary broadcast facility for play out or re-editing.

mats can be stored and recalled from
the same storage device, creating immediate efficiencies. Over time, the

cost of maintaining and repairing

disk on the server is full. Also, content
often needs to be shared between serv-

VTRs for each tape format will dimin-

ers playing out different channels,

ish as more content is ingested and

which means continually re -ingesting

digitally archived.

the same files. A centralized digital

There is also a favorable trade-off

Changing storage
The ability to store massive amounts

having to re -ingest content that has
been played out to tape because the

between storing content on expensive

videotape versus much more eco-

content archive solves these problems
by maintaining content in digital form,
eliminating the need for re -ingestion.

2GHZ Relocation Solutions
ru._....,
We p oven it at NAB...

TWO 6 MHZ Live Shots...
One 12 MHZ Channel

Available Muff
Don't just replace - upgrade to the best!
Easy -to -use products

Superior warranty / seruice plans
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Toll Free (U.S.): 800-669-9667
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www.sony.com/imready

The new Vegas+DVD Production Suite- which includes Vegas 6, DVD Architect 3 and
a Dolby Digital Professional AC -3 Encoder - prcvides advanced solutions for today's
demanding workflows, and new technology fo- tomorrow's HD production.
Whether you're editing independent films, documentaries, events or feature productions,
Sony Vegas 6 software provides a next -generation video and audio platform for working
with DV, SD or HD content.
An industry standard, Vegas 6 software now includes: comprehensive HDV support;
SD/HD SDI capture, editing, and export using Blackmagicdesign's DeckLink boards;
enhanced multi -processor support; ne> t -generation DVINGA external monitoring;
project nesting; AAF import/export; VST effects; broadcast WAV support and superior
framerate conversions. DVD Architect 3 software now features dual -layer authoring
and burning; mastering to DLT, DDP, CMF; CSS and Macrovision° encryption tools;
Photoshop' (PSD) layer support; multi -angle selection and more. The Vegas+DVD
Production Suite also includes: Boris Grafitti Ltc, Boris FX Ltd for Vegas, and Magic Bullet
Movie Looks HD5O.

Functionality for today and tomorrow. The Vegas+DVD Production Suite It's ready when you are.

For a free demo or to learn more: wwwsony.co-n/imready

Sony HVF-Z1U Professional Camcorder shown

like.no.other'

with optional ECM678 shotgun microphone

Some of these issues have been addressed by the broadcast vendors who
have steadily added more disk storage
to their servers and created shared file

- continues to grow. An important
factor is the cost ratio of disk vs. tape:
100 to 1. That's a lot of money.

In 2005, it is now common to see

There is a growing need for professionals to
understand IT as well as broadcast engineering ...
in the business sense.
systems and SANs for their post and
news operations. Even so, digital content creation and distribution has outpaced that fix and, therefore, the need

for tape libraries - large and small

IR
KINN

digital infrastructures being built from

the ground up for television stations
as well as larger cable and broadcast
networks. Central to these facilities is
their respective digital storage and

archiving infrastructures. As HD continues to proliferate, this need will increase. So too will the need for broadcast engineers and IT professionals to
peacefully co -exist and become more

immersed in each other's pursuits.
There is a growing need for professionals that understand IT as well as
broadcast engineering - both in the
technical sense, but just as importantly,
in the business sense. Clearly, the need

to understand and embrace data storage and digital content management
is integral to this new paradigm. BE
Ron Quartararo is the Broadcast/Media &
Entertainment manager for StorageTek.

View an online product demo
whenever you see this logo.
www.broadcastengineering.corn

Takes you below the surface.
Discover a whole new world with ERG
high -resolution HD monitors. With ultra -sharp
images and vibrant color, they'll let you see
things you've never seen before. ERG offers you
an entire range of award -winning HD mon tors
to suit your needs, from rack -mounted
monitors with four convenient inputs and
easy -to -read data displays to portable
monitors with rugged design and low poweconsumption, like the new ERG HDM-EV85. No
matter which HD monitor you choose, you II
find yourself immersed in the image.
erg-ventures.com, contact@erg-ventures.cDm
U.S.: +1-949-263-1630, Japan: +81-3-3760-.3- 61

Photography: Tom Campbell
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What Can an Image
Server 2000 Deliver
at $11,999?

ometimes it takes a new company to turn
advanced technology into reality. In the server
business, the new name is 36o Systems. In truth,
we've spent the last 33 years designing advanced
digital technology into broadcast products.

Three video channels

12 audio channels
SDI and composite video
AES digital and +4 analog audio

100 hours of RAID -5 storage

MXF file transfers over
Gigabit Ethernet

Now, the Image Server 2000 delivers a level of technical excellence

unique to the broadcast industry. Its true next -generation design
includes an exceptionally broad set of features, and a high standard
for reliability. But most important, the Image Server 2000 establishes a new, reasonable price for broadcast video servers.
Join the hundreds of broadcast professionals who made the Image
Server 2000 their first choice. Visit www.360Systems.com for the
complete story on the next -generation Image Server z000.
Sales line: (818) 735-8221

E-mail: Servers@36oSystems.com

Premium quality video to
50 Mb/sec
VDCP, Odetics, P2 and
GPI control

On -screen GUI for full control,
plus trimming, segmenting
and playlisting
Only 30/2" of rack space

NEW Multi -Format
Server Option
Import and play DV -format video

Play TARGA graphics with
Key -and -Fill

Control by Ross Synergy'
switchers
© 2004 360 Systems. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

SPECIAL REPORT:

HDTV
lens
design:
Management of light transmission
By Larry Thorpe and Gordon Tubbs
Broadcast engineers have a

Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

from the output optical port of the

comfortable familiarity

is an inherent part of contemporary
lens design. So too, management of

lens is a measure of the sensitivity (or
optical speed) of the lens in question.

light transmission through two dozen
or more optical elements is an equally

The shaping of the spectral response of that light in its passage

with electronic transmission. They understand related issues
of channel transmission losses, interferences, reflections, ghosts and other
aberrations. The optical lens system,
meanwhile, is in some sense a microcosm of the larger electronic transmission system, with many direct paral-

The optical lens system is in some sense a
microcosm of the larger electronic transmission
system, with many direct parallels.

lels. The optical system caters to a
much higher frequency portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum than does
its radio/television cousin.
The multi -element lens is all about
light transmission. As outlined in previous papers, skillful management of

76

complex task. In that context, two aspects of that transmission system are
of primary importance:
The amount of light that emanates

broadcastengineering.com

through the many elements comprising the lens system has a direct bearing on the color gamut reproduction
capability of the lens/camera system.
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SPECIAL REPORT:

HDTV
lens design:
Management of light transmission
Challenges in
HDTV studio
lens design

sion between the blue and red wavelength extremities, a significant con-

tributor to the colorimetric perfor-

In the management of
the light flux passing through the

mance of the lens/camera system.
We will begin with the efficiency of

lens optical system that forms the final image for presentation to the camera sensors, there are four core issues
relating to light transmission that are

the light transmission through the

rived from the ratio of the

lens' effective aperture (D) to the
focal length (f). This quotient D/f is
called the aperture ratio.

complex multi -element optical system

Aperture: Both geometric
and photometric

that constitutes the studio lens.
The characteristic shown in Figure

chanical iris system that facilitates re-

The studio lens has a built-in me-

mote control of the
amount of light transmitted by the lens. This

100

is a mechanically variable

90

opening, or aperture,

--aMmrim.

80

that alters the diameter
of the group of light rays
passing through the lens.
It allows a known degree

70
60
50

of control over the

40

brightness of the image
being formed at the lens

output port. This important operational

20

control is calibrated to

10

facilitate the precise
management of the light
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to the HD camera image
sensors. This, in turn, fa-

Figure 1. Spectral transmittance of a typical HD studio lens, showing both the amount
of light that reaches the output port and the attendant careful shaping of the spectral
response

transmitted by the lens

cilitates the management of the lens/camera

dynamic range when
imaging scenes that have

Inextricably intertwined. They are:

1 is a typical HD studio lens specifica-

1) Transmittance of the lens - the
maximum amount of light the lens

tion. It shows the spectral transmit-

enormous contrast ranges.
In the traditional television or video

tance characteristic of an HD lens that

world, these calibration steps are

can transmit.
2) Aperture control- the calibrated

exhibits an average transmittance of
82 percent. For a lens comprising in

iris mechanism to precisely control the
degree of light passed by the lens.

excess of 30 separate optical elements,

termed F-numbers, and the nature of
this control is known as a geometric
aperture system. The actual value of
the F-number is the inverse of the aperture ratio - in other words, f/D.

3) Relative light distribution - the

this is an impressively high number.
Powerful computer -aided design, ad -

aperture
The true merit of the F-number calibration is its Geometric
The F-number expresses the optical
accurate depiction of changes in light level for a speed of the lens on the assumption
that 100 percent of the incident white
given lens system. light is transmitted through the lens.
inescapable limitation of an optical
system. It curtails the degree of light
transmitted at the peripheries of the
image relative to that at the center of
the lens optical system.
4) Spectral transmittance of the lens

- the shaping of the light transmis-
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A traditional optical measure that

This is impossible in the real world of
lens design, as indicated in Figure 1.
For video shooting, this is of no great
importance. The true merit of the Fnumber calibration is its accurate depiction of changes in light level for a

defines image brightness at the center
of the lens output optical port is de -

given lens system. F-number values
are expressed as a geometrical series

vanced optical element materials and
exotic multilayer optical coatings on
each of those elements contribute to
this efficiency of light transmission.
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Insertion loss
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Monitor
Video Quality
at the
Pixel Level
Get reliable answers about the
quality of your feed. You'll see
differences in signal quality
immediately - and be able to do
something about it.

SPECIAL REPORT:

HDTV
lens design:
Management of light transmission
starting at one with a common ratio

cameras also employ this

of square root of two as follows:

method of calibration - one that

1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.6, 8.0, 16.0,
22.0, 32.0

passed through the lens. The values
Each doubling of the number indicates a precise halving of the previous

amount of light exiting the lens-

Eliminates concerns about human
error, equipment malfunction and
system failure. Our products can
provide automated monitoring of
video quality at the pixel level in real
time.

K -WILL supplies a full line of high
quality test and monitoring equipment that give broadcast engineers
a forensic view of the signal they're
putting out and the power to make
immediate adjustments.

QuMax-2000's
flexible architecture
can be customized
for real-time on -air
quality monitoring,
dubbing and inspecting
video quality written to
servers.

carefully factor in the transmission efficiency percentage of the lens. There fore, any two lenses having the same

T -number values take into account the reality that

100 percent of the incident light is not passed
through the lens.
output port. This relationship has long
served the broadcast studio operation

T -number will have identical optical
speed. A later paper will explain this

well. It is important to remember,

calibration in cine lenses for digital
motion picture cameras.

however, that given that the spectral
transmittance of lenses made by different lens manufactures invariably
will not be the same, any two lenses
having the same F-number may actually have different optical speeds. This
needs to be carefully accounted for in

DigitalTV Magazine's
"EDITOR'S PICK OF SHOW AT NAB -2004
TSI-2000 provides centralized monitoring of video
networks with automated, real-time assessment of
the quality of MPEG-2 video transport streams.

is described by T -numbers. T -number
values take into account the reality that
100 percent of the incident light is not

side -by -side tests between different
lenses using appropriate light meters.

Photometric aperture
The moviemaking world has always
been cognizant of the true amount of
light passed by the lens, and lenses for
film cameras have long employed an

Relative light distribution
Relative light distribution is a familiar term to optical designers, and it refers to a physical phenomenon that is
sometimes called peripheral illumination. The specified lens F-number indicates the brightness of a lens at the
center of the optical axis. The brightness at the edge of the image is invariably less (due to the unavoidable va-

garies of optical physics) and is expressed as a percentage of the center
illumination. This peripheral illumina-

tion is affected by ( a) the
Cosine 4th Power Law and
(b) optical vignetting.
The Cosine 4th Power Law,
familiar to optical designers,

states that the rate of light
fall -off in peripheral areas of

Recommended by ITU Document J.144
The VP series includes the VP21S, which performs
before and after quality evaluations in real-time of
SD video. An HD product is also available.

the image (peripheral illumination) increases as the
angle of view increases. This
is true even for a perfect lens,

sk4
K -WILL Corporation
100 Hamilton Ave., Suite 103
Palo Alto, CA 94301
PH: (949) 553-9701
salesus@kwillcorporation.com
www.kwillcorporation.com
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if such could be built. The
amount of this fall -off is
Figure 2. Shows how the light distribution is

measured relative to the light level at pic-

proportional to the cosine of
the angle (at which the light

ture center on a 2/3in HDTV optical image

rays are entering with respect to the optical axis of the

alternate calibration system known as

photometric aperture. The new cine

lens) raised to the fourth power.
Vignetting is caused by the physical

lenses for digital cinematography

fact that the lens mechanical barrel

broadcastengineering.com
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Management of light transmission
eclipses part of the pe-

along the radial termed image height,

when the lens operates at

ripheral light, which
causes a 360 -degree

as shown in Figure 2. A typical pub-

the optical image. This can be elimi-

Figure 3.
As is clear from Figure 3, the light -

maximum aperture (with iris wide
open). The light distribution characteristic will alter when the focal length
is changed, and the effect will increase
toward the wide-angle setting.

lished specification for this optical
darkening of the edges of brightness distribution is shown in
nated if the diameter of the lens optics is sufficiently increased. Accordingly, it is less a challenge
with the larger studio lens
than it might be with the
100
necessarily smaller diam-

eter portable EFP/ENG

a-

improves the relative light
distribution problem.
Relative light distribution
is expressed as a percentage ratio between the cen-

ter image brightness and
that of off -axis points. This

is traditionally specified

= 4.7mm
F/5 6

F/2 8

60

is

stopped down. This also

Spectral response and
color reproduction

80

lenses. Vignetting also de-

creases as the lens

distribution shortfall is more acute

F/1 9

40

the maximum amount of light, or, in
other words, to minimize the attenuation of the amount of light entering
the front port of the lens as this flux
passes through all 30 -plus optical elements. At the same time, those many

20

0

The goal of the lens -design team is
to achieve a lens design that transmits

5.5

4

2

Image height (mm)

Figure 3. The relative light distribution behavior for a typical HDTV studio lens at one spe-

cific focal length

elements that comprise the lens system must be optimized so that they
work in concert to shape the spectral
response of the output light flux, predetermining the color reproduction of
the system. It does this by closely correlating with the separately specified
spectral response of the camera prism

beam splitter and the spectral response of the camera's CCD (or

The Measurable Difference

CMOS) imager.

The lens spectral transmittance

in Precision and Clarity

curve is designed in close collaboration with the major camera manufacturers because it must accommodate

The goal of the lens design team is to
achieve a lens design
that transmits the
maximum amount

HDTV Video Coax

of light

1100 Digital Audio Twisted -pair
Analog Audio Cable

subtle variations in their respective

- Fiber and Triax Camera Cable

shaping of their camera optical beamsplitter characteristics, the spectral response of their individual CCD (or

Network and Automation Cable

CMOS) imagers (and associated IR

*3 cm"

GEPCO
I\ II RNATIONAL,

'1117IT

I

cutoff filters), and the final design of
their respective linear matrix circuits,
which ensures that the overall lens/
camera system colorimetric response

meets the published standards of
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SMPTE 274M/296M
and ITU 709 - as outlined in Figure 4.

capability - and this can only be
evaluated by careful subjective testing
(a topic of a later paper).

While attempting to

ciency possible to raise the optical sen-

Summary

meet the nominal specifications con-

tained in the standards, which, inci-

As stated in our second paper in this

dentally, have no published tolerances,
the lens designer also seeks to implement a spectral characteristic that will

series, the contemporary lens is an
engineering marvel. Our previous

imager
Beam

Lens

splitter

Lens

Prism

spectral
X
transmittance

spectral
shaping

X

papers exposed the challenge posed to

I

CCD

being optimized, the designer is preoccupied with eking
out every degree of transmission effisitivity of the lens. And, at the same
time, the careful shaping of that spectral transmission characteristic must
be crafted in sync with the separate de-

sign optimizations being wrought by
different associated camera makers.

But, the challenge does not end
there. We'll see in the next paper, while
managing all of these design variables,

Sample and
hold and

the designer must simultaneously

amplifier

wrestle with an extensive list of opti-

cal aberrations and distortions that
A/D

Imager
spectral
response

also vary - sometimes in a quite contrary manner - when the lens operational controls are exercised.
BE
Linear matrix

X

Larry Thorpe is the national marketing
executive and Gordon Tubbs is the
assistant director of the Canon Broadcast
& Communications Division.

Figure 4. The four core elements of the HD lens/camera system that determine the colorimetry prescribed in the ITU-709 and SMPTE 274M/296M
HDTV production standards

maximize the total range of colors that

can be reproduced by the lens/camera imaging system. The proprietary
design techniques used by each optical manufacturer will invariably produce variances in this color gamut

the optical designer in the all-important domain of preserving high image sharpness while the camera operator is exercising zoom, iris, and focus
operational controls.
At the same time, as these factors are
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Testing
Audio-Technica's AT2020
BY ROB FRITTS

dio-Technica sent its
latest microphone, the
latest
T2020, to the folks at

voice with great presence at 5kHz. The

Broadcast Engineering, who asked me
to give it a thorough testing. My findings: This mic stands up to the sounds
of rampant guitars, concrete -cracking

appointed in the overall low -fre-

drum beats, piercing screams of aggression and passionate lyrics.

mic handled this presence in a natural -sounding way, but I was a little dis-

quency response. The sound was not
the warm, deep sound that I know the
narrator possesses. By no means did
the mic sound harsh or too bright. It
was good enough to use in this appli-

cation, but it just did not have that

On stage
The first test was in a bar on stage
with multiple sound sources. I placed
the AT2020 at center stage for the lead

vocal of a punk rock band. The mic,
with its high sound pressure levels
(SPL), handling capability (144dB)

and wide dynamic range (124dB,

1kHz at maximum SPL), never

rich, warm sound of more expensive
and larger diaphragm mics.
The mic handled proximity effect of
low frequencies well - even when the

narrator popped his Ps. I was impressed with the mic's performance
when recording a sibilant -sounding
source. The sibilance was not harsh
but rather smooth. The mic showed a

showed any signs of overloading, even
when the lead vocalist was screaming
out the lyrics.

slight bump in amplitude at about

Isolation was key in getting a good
sounding vocal, and the microphone
has a fixed cardioid polar pattern that
provided ample isolation of errone-

Next to strings

ous sounds. The AT2020 is a side -ad-

microphone 6in away from the base
of an acoustic guitar and recorded a
performance in an isolated studio.
This mic is a better vocal, narrator or
radio microphone than an acoustic

dress condenser microphone and
showed slight fluctuations in frequency response (5kHz) when the
performer moved side -to -side. How-

9kHz, which helped project the voice.

On a female voice, the AT2020 rep-

resented the sound naturally and

record an acoustic guitar. I placed the

handled the sibilance smoothly, not
harsh or too bright sounding.

slight variations.
He was also mainly 3in to 4in away
from the microphone. I noticed a big

front of a Marshall guitar amp. The
microphone handled the high SPLs
well and sounded natural and flat be-

drop in amplitude starting at 6kHz

tween 300Hz and 5kHz.

when the performer backed off of the
mic 9in to 12in. This microphone per-

Against a competitor

The second test was in a studio environment while recording narration
for a National Geographic documen-

tary. The narrator had a low, deep

86

quency response.

The microphone's lack of warmth

guitar microphone. However, it

In the studio

phragm, providing extended fre-

showed problems when trying to

ever, the performer had to work the
mic in a tight space to avoid those

forms best between 2in and 6in and
directly in front of the capsule.

Audio-Technica's AT2020 features a
custom -engineered low -mass dia-

sounded good when placed 6in in

For kicks, I tested the AT2020 against

a Neumann U87 condenser microphone using a male and a female narrator. With the male voice, each mic
showed good presence and a natural

sound. The Neumann U87, as I expected, had a warmer -sounding characteristic than the AT2020.

broadcastengineering.com

A good mic for the project/
studio market
With the AT2020's low price in rela-

tionship to that of the Neumann, it's
an exceptional value for a smooth,
natural -sounding instrument, with all
the performance advantages of a high -

quality studio microphone. It seems
to fit perfectly in the project/home studio market.
BE
Rob Fritts is the senior mixer for
Henninger Digital Audio.
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Video
broadcasting
goes to the races
BY DWIGHT CRUMB

The broadcast engineering

U

broadcast as being sent only
to the home. However, there are many

0
CC

O.

is handled by the system's network op-

world tends to think of erations center (NOC).

1-

other applications that use the same
technology to broadcast audio and
video to other venues. Horse racing
has done this for years, and there is an

The NOC consists of a multichannel master control and wagering control terminal (i.e., a gaming console).
For each program stream, the master

control operator monitors multiple
available tracks, selects wagering infor-

discuss the feasibility of the planned
betting system to be on -air Sept. 3.
Originally, it was planned that switching program material between venues

could be achieved through remote
channel selection of the horseplayer's
console. However, it was determined

that the associated break-up glitch
would not be the professional look that was desired. Distinctive Video
Engineering presented the
concept of a multichannel
NOC using Quartz master

control switchers and an
Omneon video server for
interstitial content.
The NOC was built at the

Santa Anita Park in
Arcadia, CA, which is also

home to HRTV, Magna's

in-house horse racing
channel, because most of

the required signals already existed there. A
small storage room under
the grandstand and adjacent to the broadcast cen-

ter was selected. During
Providing live broadcast feeds to racetracks around the world requires the same
technology as a TV station, but without the transmitter. Live feeds and interstitials
play on the monitors above the casino floor.
extensive network between racetracks
and off-track betting locations around
the world.

Magna Entertainment recently introduced a new way for fans to enjoy
horse races. The system, the Horse
Wizard, is a simplified wagering ma-

mation for the game console and
switches audio and video for the associated track. To keep the action moving, specially produced race packages

are inserted into programs when the
timing between races allows.

chine that allows the beginning horse player to wager on races from multiple

Planning

venues around the world on Vegas -style
gaming consoles. The selection of races

Magna's broadcasting division met

88

In late July 2004, representatives of
with Distinctive Video Engineering to

broadcastengineering.com

the first week of August, it

was cleaned out, the old
floor was jack hammered,
a new concrete floor was

poured and the walls were painted.
Equipment was ordered on Aug. 4.
High Tech Furnishing quickly built
and installed the NOC's 11 -bay -wide
console in time for installation of the

system on Aug. 16, concurrent with
the installation of the sprinkler system
and air conditioning. The system came
online on time on Sept. 3.
The NOC is designed for up to three
operators to work together, each han-
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cluing two program streams. Each operator is seated in front of three bays.

Grass Valley Venus router needed to

the center bay is for server control and

erate multiple programming streams
due to variations in gaming regulations at the different wagering sites
throughout the world that preclude

the third bay is the other program

some sites from receiving some tracks.

stream. Between each set of three bays

The design was for up to six program

stream, two outputs from the satellite
router feed into a pair of Leitch DPS-

is a shared quality control station. As
budget was a concern, it was decided
to go with 9in black -and -white moni-

streams, with three being imple-

575 frame syncs that not only synchro-

mented in 2004. Those three feeds
currently go to Santa Anita Park;

nize the incoming feed but also convert it to embedded SD -SDI.
The outputs from the frame syncs
feed into a Quartz 32x32 Topaz SD
router, which functions as the cross -

The left bay is one program stream,

cn

}-

be increased in size from 48x32 to
64x64 to accommodate the additional

requirements. For each program

point matrix for the designed six

O

channels of Quartz master control processors. Other SDI devices, including
the Omneon server, are also connected
to the Topaz router. Outputs from the
router feed the master control switchers, the server -ingest channels and the
two quality control stations.

cc

One challenge was the two -stage

The operators each handle two live program streams sourced from the
Omneon servers and real-time races.

tors for track previewing. Each opera-

tor has six routable monitors across
the top row of his set of three bays.
The lower row has a pair of 9in color
monitors for preview and program for

stream one, two black -and -white

Golden Gate Fields in Albany, CA;
Laurel Park in Laurel, MD; and Magna Racino in Ebreichsdorf, Austria.
Showing a new race every five minutes is not always possible, so to keep
the action moving, Magna wanted the

Showing a new race every five minutes is
not always possible, so ... Magna wanted the
capability to add interstitial content.
monitors for the server channels and
a pair of 9in color monitors for pre-

capability to add interstitial content.
Another requirement of this system

view and program for stream two. The

was to supply clean, professional transitions between the various venues.
The video signal flow starts with the

four monitors located in the bays
between operators have four fixed
IRD feeds, as these are shared.

Signal flow and challenges
The NOC needed to be able to gen-

90

routing required. This routing process
needed to be totally transparent to the
operator. The control system performs
this function flawlessly. When the operator selects a particular satellite feed
on preset, the control system first determines which of the two frame syncs
for that channel is not on -air. It then
controls the Venus router to route the
associated IRD's analog signal to the

correct frame sync. The control system then switches the selected frame
sync through the Topaz router to the

preset input on the master control
switcher. When it is time for that sig-

nal to be used, the operator triggers
the switcher and it performs the transition to put the new racetrack on air.

One other positive feature of the
switcher is its ability to assign any of
the sources on either the 64x64 Venus
and/or the 32x32 Topaz router to any
of the input selection buttons on the
QMC control panel. The electronic
legend pushbuttons automatically update to keep the operator informed as
to what sources are assigned to that
button. Reassignment of any button
is a simple and intuitive matter of just
a few key strokes.

IRD to import the program material
from a racing venue. The output is an

storage at 10Mb/s. It is configured

analog signal that feeds into the existing HRTV analog satellite router. This

with two MIP 1003a MediaPorts for
ingest and one MIP 3006 MultiPort,

broadcastengineering.com

The Omneon server has 78 hours of
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was determined that at least a 2.5Mb/s data rate was required, which is why dual T1 lines were chosen. Each Ti
line can carry up to a 1.544Mb/s data stream. The two Ti
line are switched together and connected to the encoding
and decoding equipment over an ethernet connection.
Another advantage of the T1 lines are their bidirectional
nature. The company is looking into using the return bandwidth to get clean feeds from these tracks for HRTV.
As with all television facilities, the only constant is change.
In the past 12 years, Magna's broadcast center has grown
from a leased seasonal facility to a permanent, year-round,
daily broadcast operation with multiple program streams
for on -track, off-track and in -home viewing.
BE
Dwight Crumb is the systems engineer for Distinctive Video
Engineering.
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One of the racks during construction with the router
control interfaces and video over IP encoders above the
Quartz equipment.

with six channel playout. Inputs to the MIP 1003a are both

routable. The MIP 3006 was chosen to allow for the designed six channels of programming. The system uses three
of these channels, allowing spare capacity for HRTV to ex-

periment with. The horse racing channel is currently using this spare capacity for inserting commercials into its
own program stream.
One of the Omneon server's many strong points is its
ability to be expanded while in service. There are ongoing

DK-tectnolinies

"Audio Monitoring

See 3" Cont ro
...what you hear!
Direct volume control of active loudspeakers
Stereo / 4.0 / 5.1 / 6.1 / 7.1
Digital and Analogue outputs
muitive surround sound visuElisation

Supports:

by JeUy-lshTM

Comnlete level & phase information
Accepts: Analogue, AES, SDI, I-DTV

The system uses three of the six
channels, allowing spare capacity
for HRTV to experiment with.
discussions to take advantage of this feature and to enlarge the server as HRTV grows.

Another challenge in the project was creating a costeffective method of distributing the different program
streams to the venues. At first, satellite distribution was
used, but a lower -cost solution was needed.

Currently, both Golden Gate Field and Laurel Park are
receiving MPEG-2 compressed video. As these races are
fast moving, live sporting events, latency was an issue. It
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Using
AutoNorm
for dialogue normalization
BY TIM CARROLL

oudness issues have plagued
television broadcast for dec-

ades, and digital television is
turning out to be no different. Luckily, the audio format specified by the
O

ATSC is AC -3, better known as Dolby

Digital. And it has some built-in fea-

tures that, when used properly, can
O
CC

CI.

LLI

help to alleviate the problems.
Unfortunately, these features often

sit dormant and unused. The results
are clearly audible in most television
markets, and many broadcasters note
a dramatic increase in complaints.
Now is the time to get this problem
back on track, and we present an in-

tions without screaming or whispering, and referencing this value to fullscale digital.

Automatic normalisation
Taking this pioneering work to the
next logical step, Linear Acoustic de-

All decoders use the difference between the measured value and the internal reference level of Dolby Digital
(-31dBFS) to directly control a 1dB
per step attenuator. For example, if a

veloped AutoNorm, a real-time

typical motion picture is measured

meter is further processed, and then
inserted into precompressed Dolby

and found to have an average dialogue
level of -31dBFS, then the difference
from this measurement and the internal reference level is zero and the decoders will apply no attenuation.
If a typical sitcom has a dialogue level
of -21dBFS, then the decoder will ap-

method to automatically apply these
measurements to audio signals and
compressed bit streams. The dialogue

level parameter generated by the
Digital streams, metadata streams, and

eventually Dolby E and HD -SDI
streams. The initial release is with the

StreamStacker platform, which already allows for multiplexing and
splicing Dolby Digital streams and

novative way to do just that.

In these somewhat early days of multichannel
audio in DTV, transporting metadata is certainly
becoming more commonplace, but by no means is
it a risk -free process.

Reviewing the standard
Basically, the Dolby Digital signal is

divided into two sets of data: compressed audio data and informational/

control data called metadata. The
metadata describes the audio signals
it rides with, reporting such things as
the number of audio channels present
(audio coding mode), how to re -mix
the audio if more channels are present

than speakers to reproduce them
(downmix coefficients), user selectable dynamic range control and the

ply 10dB of attenuation. It should be
obvious that this can be a useful tech-

system, Dolby Laboratories determined that dialogue is the anchor of
most programs and is what most view-

ers use to judge the loudness of that
program. Yes, cannon shots or car
crashes may be loud, but they are not
sustained events.
Dialogue, on the other hand, occurs
throughout most of a typical program,
and is, therefore, a logical choice for a
loudness anchor. This is done by making a long-term A -weighted measurement of typical dialogue, that is sec-
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streams to a local plant reference.

nique for matching the loudness of
The LA -5124 AutoNorm demultione program with the next. And if plexer and Bitstream Splicer are the
done correctly, it would result in all DTV station side of the StreamStacker
the channels matching each other. system and have a serial connection
Imagine that!

that interfaces directly with the serial

How loud is it?

port of the LM100. As the meter is
measuring the compressed Dolby

loudness of the program (dialogue
level or dialnorm).
When developing the Dolby Digital

frame synchronizes all of these

Measuring dialogue loudness has always been a challenging process. Ini-

tially it involved expensive meters,

Digital stream, the dialogue levels are
reported to the StreamStacker, which
processes them and inserts them into

cross -conversion charts, and plenty of
patience and time to get a single correct value. This quickly led to the parameter being ignored in many cases.

the outgoing bit stream. Several parameters can be adjusted, which help
to weight the incoming dialogue level
values if desired and protect the bit

Dolby Laboratories developed the

stream in case of loss of the values due
to connection or measurement failure.
(See Figure 1.)

LM100 broadcast loudness meter to
make this an easy and almost auto-

matic procedure. While this meter
does its job well, it still requires operator intervention to apply the results
to the system.

broadcastengineering.com

Why is this unique?
Classic attempts to control program
loudness have all relied upon control -
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automatically adjusted just before the
signal is sent on to consumers.
While dynamic range control might
still be necessary in certain situations,
such as controlling the instantaneous
loudness of locally inserted commer-

upMAX 2251

Local
channel
audio

2ch to 5.1 conversion

Charnel 24
WXYZ-DT

Network/backhaul

A

Dolby LM100

AC -3

4

encoder broadcast loudr ess meter

SO

Dialnorm
StreamStacker LA -5124 Plus
AutoNorm

Up to

20.4 channels

cials, the original dynamic range of
normal programming will be preserved and loudness kept even. Several television stations in major mar-

110
IWO

AC -3

2 channel PCM - AC -3 (Dolby digital)

kets have these systems on the air, and

----

the long-standing problems of loudness are on their way to a permanent

5.1 -channel PCM

Serial control

Figure 1. Shown here is AutoNorm as it might be implemented at a typical DTV
station. Note that this shows such options as local audio being upmixed, and
splicing between network and local AC -3 (Dolby Digital) streams.

ling the peak -to -average ratio of pro-

grams, and therefore reducing their
dynamic range. While this works well
in many cases, it has two drawbacks.

First, the dynamic range of the program is sacrificed to protect against
the occasional offending loud commercial or program. And second, it is
not reversible.
The Dolby Digital system includes a
dynamic range system that defaults to

applying dynamic range control but

Now that measurement of the dialogue level is a straightforward process, we bring the circle to a close by
allowing the measured values to be

resting place in history.

Tim Carroll is the president of Linear
Acoustic and the former product manager
for the Professional Audio Division at
Dolby Laboratories.
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inserted into pre -encoded Dolby Digi-

tal streams at the point of transmission. This will allow the long-term
loudness of a television station to be
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How do you ensure DTV quality?
StreamScope MT30, the industry's most sophisticated
MPEG monitoring and trouble shooting tool, from the
leader in ATSC data and metadata systems. Offers
advanced, time -saving trouble shooting features
demanded by experts, yet provides intuitive, easy -to use interface needed by novices. Sophisticated
server -client architecture. Remote fleet monitoring
via WAN.Triveni Digital is your expert partner in
quality DTV service delivery.

allows users who desire more or a full

dynamic range to scale their decoders. Loudness matching is tied more
closely to the dialogue level parameter,

and this is not adjustable by the consumer. The dynamic range processing
system in Dolby Digital relies on a

Triveni Digital Seminar Series
coming to a city near you.

properly set dialogue level. Otherwise,

inappropriate amounts (i.e., too little
or too much) will be generated and
the system becomes ineffective.

BE

"PSIP and MPEG Compliance in Practice"
Date
City

StreamScope-

Catch it in transmission
In these somewhat early days of
multichannel audio in DTV, trans-

Philadelphia, PA
Atlanta, GA
Orlando, FL
Chicago, IL
Columbus, OH
St. Louis, MO

7 -June

12 -May
17 -May
19 -May

24 -May
26 -May

Denver, CO

9 -June

porting metadata is certainly becom-

Dallas, TX

14 -June

ing more commonplace, but by no

Houston, TX

16 -June

Boston, MA
Portland, OR
San Francisco, CA
Los Angeles, CA

21 -June
23 -June

means is it a risk -free process. Many
things can cause metadata to go miss-

ing or be incorrect, with the result
being inappropriate audio delivered to
consumers. Since the final catch point

To test drive the StreamScope realtime ATSC transport stream monitor

remains the transmission area of the
terrestrial, cable or satellite broadcaster, it seems to be the most logical

andl analyzer, call 1-866-TRIVENI.

place to check and, if necessary, regenerate proper dialogue level values.
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28 -June
30 -June

Visit www.TriveniDigital.com/Seminars
Free to SBE/SMPTE/SCTE members
S BE Credits for attendance
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Morrow

Technologies
spectrum analyzer
BY JOHN MORROW AND DEBBIE MUCCIOLO

It's breaking news. Your ENG
truck pulls up, and the camera
man jumps out to capture the
action. The technician raises the mast
and lines up the shot. The link is established, and you're feeding live signal. The competition powers up their
transmitter, and your feed to the station drops off. Unlikely?

In either situation, the picture quality does not give any indication of the
proximity of the signal to the relative
threshold until it's too late.

dress how close the signal is to the

Antenna alignment is critical, and
traditional alignment methods are no

completely digital?

longer practical. In the analog world,
technicians using a TV monitor and
waveform monitor easily align, trans -

What about BER?

threshold of the receiver. Is it right at
the edge, ready to drop off? And what

do you do when your ENG truck is

Bit error rate (BER) and modulation

error ratio (MER) can indicate a

With the move to digital COFDM
transmissions in ENG, this scenario is

all too likely. While COFDM is designed to work well in multipath environments, interference can affect
signal levels.

COFDM signals are susceptible to
the cliff effect and to oversaturation;
both result in the failure of the receive
chain to produce a useable signal. The

cliff effect refers to the drop off in

The key to effectively managing COFDM signals
lies in the use of a spectrum analyzer at the
au,
central receive site.
mit and receive antennas. In the digital world, the picture is either perfect
or simply not present. Using an ana-

reception resulting
from marginal signal
levels. When analog

all GI

signal's proximity to the threshold.
BER refers to the number of bits that
must be corrected by the receiver over
a period of time. BER
significantly increases

when a signal ap-

air

4 t t N.,

4 a el.

signals degrade, the

AVG

1000

picture quality degrades with an in-

9%,

&worm..

proaches the thresh-

Mark

old. Unfortunately,
BER only identifies

0

I

crease of sparkles or

TM

elan

Saw

7

a
a

a

2

1

tal signals lack the cor-

the problem when the
threshold is near.
MER is a ratio com-

responding degrada-

puted to anticipate

tion of picture quality.

system performance.

When the

signal

MER increases in pro-

drops below the mini-

portion to signal deg-

mum threshold, the

radation or over -

digital picture simply

saturation, providing
warning that the

4

snow. However, digi-

1

and abruptly disappears. Conversely,
oversaturation occurs
when the signal level
exceeds the maximum
threshold. This causes

threshold is approaching. BER and MER are
ISM

Figure 1. Carrier -to -noise = 16dB

excessive intermodulation or side
band re -growth, preventing the re-

log signal to establish the link and then
switching to digital can make antenna

ceive chain from decoding the signal.

alignment faster, but it does not ad -
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relative measures
based on already established links. They

do not provide useful information when
trying to establish a link or when trying
to identify the cause of a problem.
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Using a spectrum analyzer

to view saturation

tea 4V O. fin.

on 411

Swimmer
1114

nal with sideband regrowth. Note the increased

II

01

Saturation of the receiver is also clearly visible on
a spectrum analyzer. Figure 3 shows a COFDM sig-

2

noise level at the edges of the carrier, resulting in a
sloped rather than a fiat noise floor. Monitoring a
signal's carrier -to -noise and power level provides
a technician with conclusive information to assess
antenna alignment.
The spectrum analyzer can also be used to iden-

tify interference. Prior to establishing a link, the
analyzer will show the presence of any signals that
may cause interference. If the interference occurs
after the link has been established, the technician
ill 3113m

should see changes in the signal, which vary depending on the source of interference. Proactive

II LIM

75 375000 14kr

2rl

Figure 2. Averaged, with markers

Proactive monitoring and
quantifiable measurement

1m1 1

w'

a...* w114010.411Pelelle'51,N,r-3

The key to effectively managing COFDM
signals lies in the use of a spectrum analyzer
at the central receive site. This allows measure-

ment of the signal's power level and the
carrier -to -noise ratio, ensuring optimal antenna alignment and reception power. When
measuring carrier -to -noise, use of the averaging function will provide an accurate, quantifiable figure. Set a marker at the peak of the

signal, and set another marker in the noise.
The delta between the two markers is displayed at the bottom of the spectrum analyzer
screen. Figure 1 shows a signal with a 16dB
carrier -to -noise ratio. Figure 2 shows that same

signal, averaged, with the markers clearly
Figure 3. Sideband re -growth

indicated.
Ns CO An -

r TN

i.z,.. mar wj 1111 II

411 4.4 4.114'

monitoring gives a technician the opportunity to take
corrective action before the interference causes the signal to drop.

4PPP. 4eile

11.1.
118118111111.
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The use of offsets is a common practice in ENG transmissions. Say a field team setting up a link is unaware

of the previous use of an offset. Monitoring the
receiver's IF signal with a spectrum analyzer will reveal
ON

4.0,

a*/

the offset. Illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 (on page 96)
are two spectral traces displaying an offset of 5MHz.
The spectrum analyzer clearly displays the center of the
signal at 65MHz (Figure 4) instead of 70MHz (Figure
5), indicating the use of a 5MHz offset.

Remote connectivity is the key
A spectrum analyzer is the only reliable tool for quickly
.

diagnosing and eliminating digital RF problems.

Figure 4. 65MHz center frequency

However, traditional spectrum analyzers are expensive

MAY 2005
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and are designed for
use in manned receive
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in isolated locations,
the use of a spectrum
analyzer would seem

00 I', 40

impractical. Even with
an inexpensive, scaled -

I.

2-2'111
3
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ceiver. The analyzer is
accessed and controlled
remotely from the

station's transmission
center or other network
operations center. (See
Figure 6.)

While traditional
spectrum analyzers are

down model, a spectrum analyzer in this

designed to cover a
broad range of fre-

application would necessitate the ability to

quencies, the VC70BMS

has a focused 60MHz
to 80MHz frequency
range, thus eliminating

access and control it
remotely.
cc

Fortunately, Morrow

Q.

Technologies has devel-

oped the VC70BMS, a

additional circuitry and
inherent cost.
The analyzer features

Figure 5. 70MHz center frequency

real-time, remote access

Virtual Front Panel

spectrum analysis tool
designed specifically for use in ENG
operations. This analyzer is physically

small in size and is engineered for

software that allows any

more rugged environments. It has full

functionality, and it can tap into the
70MHz IF output of the central re-

authorized PC to access the remote
unit. The software has all the control
and display functionality of a tradi-

a
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8.75in x 2.312in model
weighing under 51b or a
1RU 19in rack -mount
model, making remote

Central recieve site
70MHz IF output
VC70BMS

oommm000Imo

Studio/master control

oemoeninclen ED if] f.)

00000a0000
inoompflommoo

deployment a breeze.
The transition to digital
ENG necessitates changes

not only to transmit and
receive hardware but also

to the tools and methods

used to monitor and

NrimsCt nter
LIVE

maintain signal quality.
Historically, the TV

VigilCom

LAN/WAN/
Internet/mode

front panel

monitor approach has
been the de facto indus-

try standard for analog
transmissions. The remote spectrum analyzer

Figure 6. Configuration for remote monitoring of the central receive site

will become the new stan-

truck, users can gain remote access
tional spectrum analyzer such as resolution bandwidth, video bandwidth with a cell phone.
The analyzer is a self-contained unit
and markers. The software can simultaneously display spectral traces from with a built-in PC, eliminating the
multiple units, allowing monitoring of need for additional equipment, softmultiple receive antennas or multiple ware and systems integration. It can
receive sites. Multiple users can simul- be accessed by a variety of communitaneously view the same receive site
from PCs in a station's transmission
area, the engineering offices and any-

cation methods, including dial -up,
LAN, Internet and wireless - all eas-

where else the software is installed. An
engineer from home can assist a tech-

stall the analyzer by connecting it to
the receiver's 70MHz output, power
and communications outlet. The analyzer is available in a compact 10in x

nician troubleshooting a problem.
When installed on a PC in the ENG

Curious?

ily configured via the VFP. Simply in-

dard for monitoring and
control in the digital domain.

BE

John Morrow is CEO and Debbie Mucciolo
is project manager of Morrow
Technologies.
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hardware

BY JOHN LUFF

he title of this column is particularly apropos to the subject of HDTV hardware, for
developments over several years have
begun to turn HDTV into a real business. The "Technology in Transition"

Over the last 10 -plus years, we have

Q.

seen several generations of HDTV
hardware shown in private and public forums and often purchased in such
low volumes that it must have seemed
more a science project than a business
intended to sustain itself. Not long ago,
HDTV cameras cost $250,000

grammable logic have replaced complex multicomponent systems. Soft-

corder, in fact smaller than a single im-

age orthicon of barely 40 years ago,
HDV represents a cost reduction in

column is all about change, and this
year's NAB gave plenty f eviden ce
that HDTV is indeed in transiton.

CC

u.I

tiple manufacturers. Not much bigger

than a conventional 525/625 cam-

ware has replaced hardware as the
long lead time item in the develop ment of new products, but allowed

HDV represents a cost reduction in entry-level

HDTV system technology of at least 99 percent
from a decade ago.
entry-level HDTV system technology

hardware designed with sufficient
processing bandwidth to evolve as

of at least 99 percent from a decade ago.

Nonlinear HDTV editing can be done
for less than $20,000. HDTV switchers
cost about the same as their SD -only
equivalents in the 1990s.

new code is released.
What defines the shift in the professional marketplace is a series of devel-

The miniaturization of
HDTV technology has

make HDTV economically practical for

a lot to do with the
trends. ASIC's

haps three years ago, high -end HDTV
switching and digital effects were just
plain ridiculously expensive - $1 mil lion for a practical production system,
more than double the cost of SD -only.
Today there are several manufacturers
offering high -end capability in HDTV

and more, a lens cost nearly
$200,000, and a single VTR
tacked on $360,000. A reel of
tape cost $1000 for the first uncompressed HDTV recorder from
Sony (circa 1994).

opments in the last three years that

and pro-

The MPEG

solution
Something had
to change if
HDTV was to be-

production and emission. Until per -

systems at a premium of around 30
percent over SD -only systems that are

similarly equipped. Snell &

come a reality in the

Wilcox introduced a pro duction switcher
(shipped this year)
that does both SD

marketplace. Early
projections said a sta-

tion would need $30

million to build an

and HD at the

HDTV infrastructure -

same time. This

a number that certainly precluded station profits!
The enabling change was compression, then called "bit -rate reduction."

o,..

a

.;

MPEG-2 could deliver HDTV in
20Mb/s instead of the 1.5Gb/s required

for uncompressed signals. Recording
and transmission became technically
feasible, and that has changed everything. NAB this year marked the intro-

ago, but drives new applications and markets.
With HDV and simi-

lar cameras readily

duction of the HDV consumer and

With HDV and similar cameras available in both
720p and 1080i, such as Sony's HDV camcorder

professional format endorsed by mul-

duction at the local level attractive.

98

kind of innovation
would not have been
possible a few years

shown here, broadcasters will find HDTV news pro-
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available in both 1080i
and 720p from several

manufacturers this
year, HDTV news pro -

duction at the local
MAY 2005

level might well be attractive to some
broadcasters. There is no cost penalty

of any consequence. That kind of
change makes innovation by programming professionals much more likely.
A decade ago, who would have thought

The rest of the infrastructure all exists. Early HD routing cost $250,000
for 32x32. Now a 16x16 router costs

viding the rich and full experience that
consumers expect. With HD DVD expected late this year, it is reasonable to

barely $9000, and a full 128x128 frame
costs under half of what 32x32 cost in

predict further consumer uptake.
While HDTV equipment and applications will continue to mature over

HDTV editing on a laptop would be
possible when an hour of recording

1997. Indeed, multirate routing is
hardly an extravagance today, but
rather a proper hedge for the future

media cost half of the cost of a laptop?

even if considering an SD -only project

manufacturers essentially stop build-

today. Routing is indicative of where
the industry seems to be going. Why
build or buy two different flavors of
anything if one will cover both?

ing products that support SD -only
use. The cost penalties are dropping

Lower conversion costs
An important element in all of this
is the reduction in the cost of conver-

sion between HD and SD formats.
Early converters were half -rack or
more, but now the functions of scal-

What's next?
With this kind of watershed change,
what happens next is hard to predict.
Consumer interest in HDTV has finally begun to show as more than a
statistical curiosity. That interest has
spawned new display technologies, as

ing and aspect ratio conversion can be

done on a single card run by a wall
wart and unceremoniously hung in
the back of a rack as a black box hidden and forgotten. Four rack units can
hold up to 15 converters now. I/O options include fiber for long-distance
transport of the high bit rates needed.

well as production techniques intended to satisfy both 4:3 and 16:9
audiences. Few barriers remain in pro -

Broadcast Engineering
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the next few years, it seems all but cer-

tain that it will not be long before

like a stone in a well, and the capabilities no longer produce compromises.

Introductions like HDV are not evolutionary; they are revolutionary, for
they challenge the view of the stateof-the-art for technologists and users
alike. This could be a very interesting
year indeed.
BE
John Luff is senior vice president of business
development at AZCAR.
Send questions and comments to:
SEND

john_luff@primediabusiness.com.
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The evolution of broadcast

Link Research Ltd the Market Leaders
for Digital Wireless Camera Systems

As the television industry continues to redefine itself,

Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

Free your imagination and visi-

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authontative source of technical information*, go to
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VIRTUAL ROBOTICS
PEDESTAL
Shotoku TP-64VR: A lightweight, two -stage
manual pedestal designed to be used with a
virtual system; high -resolution encoders, which

are mounted on the wheels and column, provide precise real-time camera position data of X, Y, height
and pedestal base angle to the Serial Position Interface (SPI);
provides reliable and accurate high-speed data.
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949-754-9005; www.shotoku.tv
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ENCODER

Scopus Network Technologies

GRAPHICS PLAYOUT
AND MANAGEMENT
Quantel Picturebox sQ: Plays out
moving sequences in the form of
clips as well as stills; can upgrade to
HD; has an optional slo-mo lever; is
on the same network as both
Paintbox and Picturebox, so there
can be a number of independent
viewing and editing stations;
features an Integrated Graphics
Architecture (IGA) computer that
manages the database.

UE-9120: Encodes two MPEG-2
channels simultaneously; advanced
multiplexing capabilities include
encoder cascading and save
external multiplexing; integrates
analog cue tone detection and DPI
Cue Tone insertion (SCTE-35) to
eliminate the need for an external
Cue Tone detection device; provides
IP output as a standard feature in
addition to ASI.
609-987-8090; www.scopus.net

TELEPHOTO

ZOOM LENS
Thales Angenieux 26 X 7.8 AIF HD
ENG/EFP: Offers a focal range of
7.8mm to 203mm and an aperture of
f/2.2; weighs 4.1lb; rectangular
sunshade minimizes light interference; includes selectable zoom/
focus sensitivity adjustments, an
anti -breathing feature to maintain
field of view when focusing and
RS -232 control; features Assisted
Internal Focus (AIF) technology.
+33 477 90 78 00; www.angonieux.com

203-972-3199; www.quantel.com

CONTENT

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
OmniBus Systems OPUS: Fully
integrated with the OmniBus
Colossus automation system and
driven by G3 technology; designed to
ensure efficient ingest, review,
annotation and storage management
of content, with on -demand delivery
to automation for on -air transmission; includes OPUS
MediaFramework, OPUS Logging,
OPUS PinPoint, OPUS View, OPUS
Index and OPUS MediaFlow.
704-319-2231; www.omnibus.tv

SINGLE-CHANNEL
CHARACTER
GENERATOR
Pixel Power Clarity300: Is available
with three different software profiles;
internal video clip player provides
uncompressed 4:2:2:4 recording and
playback from an internal disk array
of up to four hours; storage can be
expanded externally; can playback
and record up to four audio channels;
can be expanded to offer video clip
playback and dual 2-D live
squeezeback capability.

1 00 broadcastengineering.com

954-943-2026; www.pbrelpower.com

M PEG IMX
CAMCORDER
Sony MSW-970: Captures high
picture quality using MPEG-2
4:2:2P@ML 50Mb/s I -frame compression; features three -chip 2/3in type
Sony Power HAD EX CCDs; has 14 -

bit A/D Conversion and Advanced
Digital Signal Processing (ADSP);
records audio in either 20- or 16 -bit
resolution; LSI achieves a low -power
consumption of 27W; remotely
control camera settings and basic
VTR functions.
800 -686 -SONY

www.sony.com/professional
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25Mb/s DV stream to digital video;
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HD CAMERA

I/O SYSTEM
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Avid DNxchange: Encode HD -SDI
signals from cameras, switchers,
routers and decks to Avid DNxHD
media; once material is encoded, HD
media can be moved over the
existing SD -SDI infrastructures
within a facility; converts DNxHD
media into uncompressed HD files
and outputs the media to any device
with an HD -SDI interface.

www.thomsongrassvalley.com

800-949-2843; www.avidcom

Grass Valley LDK 4000: Supports
1080i or 720p production; features
low -power consumption and Grass
Valley's HD Dynamic Pixel Management (HD-DPM) image -sensor
technology; includes a camera head,
a base station and an HD triax cable
adapter; choose between an 2in or
5in viewfinder.
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BROADCAST VIDEO

2Streambok

OVER IP

Power To Do More'

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
SYSTEMS FOR IP/T1/E1

ND

Encoder/Decoder
3Mbps - 12Mbps
SDEncoder/Decoder

64Kbps - 7Mbps
ENGPortable Encoder

ACT -L3 VIDEO TRANSPORT

Call or visit today!

64Kbps

-

5Mbps

www.streambox.com sales@streambox.com 206/956-0544 x222

0 TL ighting
Tower Lighting Specialists
www.otlighting.com

OTL

'Dry

EXTRA LONG LIFE
TOWERS LAMPS
GUARANTEED
FOR

50,000 HOURS.

qualisty n.

THE LAMPS

CAN SAVE YOU

THOUSANDS
nib

OF DOLLARS.

the highest
or finest
standard.

1-800-647-9110
1

f

43, Durkee Street, Office 719
Plattsburg, N.Y., 12901
Developed in conjunction with

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions'"
Call Toll -free at 877 - ERI - LINE Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

?.... l vow On...* Yob

:1:1111,11Ital I:

ROO

You'll find everything you need to know about advertising in 2005!
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The world's largest full -service e,

USED & NEW'
pro video and audio
dealer on the planet!

HD Encoding
Workstati

TALLY
MAPPERTM

ea Ume, PC -based
I -Ugh -resolution (1.080i)

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

LOGIN NOW

and start saving today!

The 1-11)

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

% to

,

aestro

Input HD -SDI. output DVB-ASI
Based on the LSI Logic DoNliNoTm chipset

Perfect for post production HD content
distribution
PC platform prcvides flexibi ity
and connectivity

DISCOUNTS!

VideoframeTM
Control System Solutions

BROADCAS TORE.COM

LA 818-551-5858 NY 212-268-8800
See us at NAB

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

For more information on the HD Maestro or any
nyFo ,,,(1( It icts, call 858 613-1818. Or visit

www.dveo.com

D I

Pro Broad,' t Doosin

C71,r/

Booth #5U6358

For Sale

For Sale

AcousticsFirst

L

For Sale

rM

iM*

Precise i -nage acquisition, superb detail,
comprehensive functionality at an

TZZ:888-765-2900
Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

AFFORDABLE PRICE!

Authorized
Professional
Reseller

Certification
Are your engineers

Certified?
SBE Certification
SBE

The Industry Benchmark
www.sbe.org (317) 846-9000
WEST COAST LEADER

A PRIMEDIA Pu

ication

SONY

Broadcast ngmeering

HVR-ZU1

1080, HDV

www.broadcastengineermq.com

CAMCORDER
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A
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Senior Maintenance Engineer -Production & Maintenance

Director of Broadcast Services &
Engineering
Alabama Public Television (APT)

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER

MPT has an opening for a Senior Maintenance Engineer. Duties will include repairs

and maintenance on broadcast equipment
and systems. We require a degree in electrical engineering or equivalent combination
of education and experience, and three (3)

years broadcast maintenance experience,
to include digital video and audio experience. Working knowledge of television station operations preferred. Excellent State of
$48,450.

Please send resume and cover letter,
including position title, to:
Maryland Public Television
Human Resources Department
11767 Owings Mills Blvd.
Owings Mills, MD 21117
dblum@mpt.org

Chief Engineer with drive, ambition and dedi-

APT is seeking a dynamic and energetic leader with a minimum of 15 years of experience

combination of education, training and
experience to meet the requisites of the job.
Applicants must have a knowledge of LAN's,
WANs and computer networking in general.
A solid engineering and broadcast perspective is required with knowledge of digital stu-

This is a State of Alabama
Merit System position.
To apply for this position,

EOE

ENGINEERING MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN
We are seeking a broadcast professional with

a balance of experience between broadcast
TV and computer (IT) maintenance. Successful candidate will have demonstrated knowledge of computer systems, networks, video
servers, and station automation. Position
requires a minimum of 5 years experience in

or email torr@aptv.org.

Operations Manager

engineering experience; or an equivalent

dio systems. We are looking for a person
with a positive, news -oriented team attitude with some skills in business management, accounting, and human relations.

Priority will be given to the applicant with
previous experience in electronics maintenance, project management, RF engineering
and previous technical management. A
valid driver's license is required.

or mail to:

EOE

SignaSys

train maintenance, IT and Master Control
staff. Maintain accurate programming, maintenance, and transmitter operating logs. Prepare and operate within a budget. Candidates
need 3-5 years experience maintaining television systems, including audio/video systems
and computers. M/F/V/D Drug Screen.

Send resume to HR Dept.
210 W. Coleman Blvd.
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464
or email to hr@wcbd.com
or fax to 843-2164871

Maintain proper operation of transmitters
and equipment primarily at transmitter sites

Submit resume and cover letter to:
Human Resources Department
Maryland Public Television
11767 Owings Mills Blvd.
Owings Mills, MD 21117
Fax: 410-5814382
dblum@mpt.org

ence and a minimum of five -years broadcast

ton, SC is seeking a Operations Manager.

TRANSMITTER SUPERVISOR

$49,980 to $56,355.

engineering

The candidate must have an
engineering degree or equivalent experi-

cornWCBD-TVWCBD-TV2 in beautiful Charles-

EOE

gency calls. We require a degree in electrical engineering, or equivalent combination
of education and experience; at least five
years broadcast transmission maintenance
experience, including digital transmission;
two years supervisory experience. Excellent
State of Maryland benefits package. Salary

local news

Tony Coleman,
Director of Engineering, WISN-TV
P 0 Box 402
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Responsilities include supervise the maintenance of all technical equipment, hiring and

nights, weekends and holidays for emer-

of

and day-to-day

(205) 451-0134

cameras and VTRs.

be required to travel to other sites throughout Maryland. Must be available to work

production
operations.

Fax resume to: 414-342-2657
E-mail: www.tcoleman@hearst.com

Media General Broadcast Group www.mgbg.

located in Salisbury and Annapolis, MD. May

cation to quality control

please contact
Tracey Orr,
APT Personnel Manager

broadcast television with extensive knowledge of and experience maintaining analog
and digital video -audio systems, switchers,

Send resume & cover letter
(no calls) to:
James D. Gilbert
Director of Engineering, WPVI-TV
4100 City Ave., Suite 800
Philadelphia, PA 19131
Fax 215-5814515
james.d.gilbert @abc.com

and ABC affiliate, is looking for an Assistant -

APT, a statewide public television network
cated in Birmingham, AL, operates 9 transmitter sites with 18 transmitters, over 2200 miles
of two-way digital microwave and a satellite
distribution network. APT is also licensee of
public radio station WLRH in Huntsville.

in broadcast delivery systems, supervision
of engineers and master control personnel.
This position will be involved in grant applications, budget development and forecasting, writing equipment bid specifications,
tower lease negotiations as well as day- today operations. Must be knowledgeable of
RF transmission digital and analog technology as well as automation/monitoring and
control systems.

Maryland benefits package. Salary $42,840 to

WISN-TV, a Hearst -Argyle television station

Skycam, LLC is seeking a fulltime EIC to

From Concepts To Completion

SIGNASYS is seeking motivated,
experienced,
customer -oriented
Engineering professionals to join
our team. If your passion is cutting
edge technology in a creative, fastmoving environment, stop! Immediately send your resume!

Ideal candidates should have working technical knowledge of broad-

cast audio/video equipment, connections, & related environments.
Experience should reflect five years

join our team of professionals providing fan-

technical & three years experi-

tastic aerial shots with our Skycam 4 point

ence commissioning projects with
demonstrated ability to deliver on

and LX 2 point camera systems. EIC must be
mechanically inclined, have live broadcast,

fiber optic, electronics repair and computer
hardware experience, an understanding of
basic computer software operations and be
willing to travel extensively. Robotics experience a huge plus. Candidate must be a quick
study and easily grasp complex electro/me-

chanical systems. The work is hard and the
rewards are great. Not interested in fulltime?
We are also seeking progressive thinking freelancers.

EOE
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Please send resume to
Roy Patton

time.

SignaSys is looking for someone
who fits well with the values of the
existing management team: creative, honorable & an unwavering
determination to succeed.

Immediately send your resume
to rebecca.lampkin@signasys.com
in San Jose, CA.
http://www.signasys.com

Skycam, LLC
6120 S. Yale Ave.
Tulsa, Ok. 74136
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Repetitive
messages
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK
We live in an era of spin,

constantly being told
the same thing from
multiple sources. TV stations broadcast taxpayer -paid messages to pass on

political propaganda while posing as
independent news. Civil servants declare political scare mongering on the
hold phase pf department telephone
help lines. What is going on?
Advertising gurus have said over the
years - and my experience absolutely
confirms it - that it requires between
10 and 20 exposures of a message for
a customer to accept it. That doesn't
mean that there is going to be a sale

on a daily basis, particularly from what

I would call talk television, are news
programs that are on the edge of being merely political forums (or perhaps it's the reverse). They thrive on
pre -arranged positioning and phony
talk with word repetition by the contributors in order to drive home the
message: "Social Security is broke;"
"we've turned the corner;" "freedom
is on the march:' It is in the style of

a desire for a product or service and

the wherewithal to acquire it. But

has been, always will be. On a daily
basis in retail, potential customers are

the advertiser hidden under the guise
of an "expert" opinion. How did we
let this news advertorial happen? How
did we allow the system to be spun at
the White House, where phony day

passes are given to invented corre-

turned off by service that is too in your

spondents? How brazen does a system

face, too lax, too condescending or

have to be for the majority of us to

even downright hostile. This happens
even when the customer is really in-

just look at it and tell ourselves we are

tending to acquire a proffered product. Such behaviors are not the best

in the process?
The older, retired network reporters
would tell you, now that their jobs are

way to survive in retail. In professional

sales, there are similar messages that
you must avoid: Don't embarrass the
decision maker in front of his or her
staff; don't fluff up the product; don't
exaggerate corporate capabilities.
But you do have to overcome a major hurdle on many occasions in both
situations: want vs. need. A customer's
wants are often at a great variance to a
customer's needs, which is something
that must be gotten over if you want
the sale not only to happen but also to
"stick:'

local stories (preferably of the manbites -dog or sob variety) and the inevitable freeway chase in the bigger
cities. Then comes the plug for one of
the station's shows, followed by sports
(why do sports commentators always

have such inane smiles?) and, of
course, our local weatherman, usually
a quasi -meteorologist.

We are driving intelligent people
away from domestic broadcasting for

their news. The intelligent ones are
those who don't mentally link Saddam

The rise of talk television and its spin is because
the networks have failed to do their jobs.

- that additional step requires both
when you're a salesman and you see a
potential customer's acceptance, then
you're in line to change the accepted
interest into something more.
Selling is between people; it always

-

The political messages that are now

being thrown at us - to sell to us

being duped and regarded as stupid

not in jeopardy, that the rise of talk
television and its spin is because the
networks have failed to do their jobs.
It is because the networks have dramatically reduced the number of feet

Hussein and 9/11; those who worry
more about Medicare's gargantuan
problems rather than Social Security's

easily solvable ones; and those who
have watched Control Room and realize that the ex -BBC employees at M
Jazeera are making a more honest at-

tempt to bring facts from the battlefield than our networks.
Those who want the complete picture now get their news from the likes
of the BBC, London's Daily Telegraph,
the amazingly unbiased Christian Science Monitor and, progressively more,
from blogs. Unless they wake up, the
networks are going to be increasingly
marginalized in what they used to do
so well.

BE

on the ground, relying instead on
feeds from the likes of AP, AFP or
Reuters. Most local news programming is equally damned. They lead

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

with some national/international
agency stories - just to show that the

stations are not parochial hacks then move to some inconsequential

106 broadcastengineering.com

Send questions and comments to:
SEND

paul__mcgoldrick@primediahusiness.com
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...and Distribution & Conversion
...Closed Captioning

...Production & Post Production
...Time Code

and Much More...

U.S. West Coast Sales
818-558-3910
LAsales@evertz.com
New York Sales
newyorksales@evertz.com

U.S. & International Sales
Tele: 905-335-3700
sales@evertz.com

Washington Sales
dcsales@evertz.com

ever z,
www.evertz.com

iDrJer your nsw 2005 Catalog
fron- your Evertz Representative
UK. Sales

uksales@evertz.com

Beijing Sales
beijingsales@evertz.com
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SDTV and HDTV Versions
High Definition

Standard Definition

SDTV Upgradeable to HDTV

Multi -Channel Audio

Embedded Audio

Up/Down/Cross Conversion

Fiber Interface

AES/EBU

Digital

Aspect Ratio Conversion

Analog

Jer

Web Server

DVI-D and DV

Processing Amplifiers

NTSC/PAL-M/PAL/SECAM

/

Dolby E/AC-3 de -compression

Streaming

Synchronization

10831/720p

Noise Reduction

Production/Editin

News

Broadcast

Mobile

Satellite

Analog/Digital/Up/Down/Cross Conversion witq

X75T"HD
X75T"SD
Hp/so

King of Processors

Winner of Three Awards

Synchronization Starts With eXtra Processing Power
The X75 eXpands video processing to include "anything in" to "e-e-ything out"
and simultaneous analog/digital and up/down conversions with field SD to HD
upgradeabilty. Aspect ratio conversion, 3D adaptive decoding, T3C, SD/HD
logos and noise reduction are all part of the vast array of X75 videc capabilities.
For all audio applications, 8 or 16 channels of audio processing wtF embedded
SD/HD, analog and digital interfaces are provided. Integrated Dolby®
decompression and voice-over brings even more functionality.
Less equipment required for your SDTV and HDTV video processing applications

Multiple paths of processing for video and audio
IP-enabled for control, monitoring and streaming including SNMF

Master Your Move to HD with the X75 HD/SD
www.leitch.com/X75

Canada

+1 (800387 0233

USA East

+1 (8001231 9673

USA West

+1 (888) 843 7004

Latin America

+I (305) 512 0045

LEITCH
www.leitch.:om

